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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

An Exploratory Study of the Effect of an Orthonutritional
Dietary Treatment Program on Somatic and
(0w\

Psychological Functioning
by
Dennis

Edward Gowans

Doctor of Philosophy in Psychology
California School of Professional Psychology, Los Angeles
1978

Joanna Mary Bressler, Ph.D., Chairperson

The primary purpose of this exploratory study was to
examine the effects of an individualized corrective diet on

physical well-being, emotional well-being, and intellectual
efficiency.

Orthonutrition was operationally defined as

dietary patterns prescribed to meet an individual's unique
dietary requirements.

It was also the purpose of this

work to introduce a relatively controversial area of hol

istic thought into the thinking of professional psychology.
Issues relating to the influence and role of expecta

tion for improvement were examined and it was concluded

xiv

that this factor was a necessary but not sufficient vari

able for effecting change brought about by diet.

Special

design features were employed to deal with this variable.
Literature aimed at providing a definition of ortho-

nutrition and related methodological issues were reviewed.

Studies pertaining to the relationship of diet and disease,
nutrition and behavioral dysfunction, diet and emotional

well-being and nutrition and intellectual functioning were
also examined and reviewed.

Two dietary treatment programs best representing the
orthonutritional approach were selected for use in this
study.

ized.

A pretest-posttest control group design was util

The subjects consisted of 13 in the Control Group,

12 in Diet Group 1, and 10 in Diet Group 2.

The ANOVA was

the main statistical procedure utilized for analyzing the
change score outcomes.

It was hypothesized that there

would be (a) a significant improvement in physical wellbeing as measured

by the Cornell Medical Index, (b) a

significant improvement in emotional well-being as deter

mined by the Eysenck' Personality Inventory, the well-being
scale of the California Psychological Inventory, and the
unhappiness and productive persistence factors of the
Michill Adjective Rating Scale, and (c) a significant

improvement in intellectual efficiency as tested by the

Ravens Progressive Matrices and the intellectual efficiency
scale of the California Psychological Inventory.
Demographic characteristics and pretest scores were

analyzed to build a case of equivalency among the three

|^

groups and between the Control and collapsed or Grand Diet
Group.

Results indicated that there were no significant

pretreatment differences.

Subjects were broken down into

high expecters for improvement and low expecters for
improvement.

An analysis of the change score outcomes

revealed the following significant results:

(a) a signifi

cant trend (£ = .064) towards increased physical well-being
in the Grand Diet Group, (b) a significant decrease in

unhappiness (£ = .008) in Diet Group 1 and a significant
decrease in unhappiness (p = .003) in the Grand Diet Group;
a significant increase in well-being (£ = .044) in Diet
Group 2 and a significant trend towards increased well-

being (£ = .084) in

f^

the Grand Diet Group; a significant

decrease in neuroticism (£ «• .002) in Diet Group 2 and in
the Grand Diet Group (£ = .006); and a significant differ

ence (£ = .000) between high and low expecters on the
neuroticism scale of the Eysenck Personality Inventory.

The third hypothesis was not supported by the results.

Omega2 values ranged from 13.10Z to 46.08Z.
The following conclusions were drawn:

(a) that an

orthonutritional dietary treatment program appears effec
tive in enhancing physical and psychological well-being

even in healthy subjects; (b) the role of diet to intellec
tual efficiency is unclear based on the results of this
study; (c) that expectation for improvement plays an

important role and its relative contribution in future
studies needs to be determined; (d) that there are pos

sibly many different factors that enter into improvement
in well-being besides diet change per se; (e) that a prac

tical application of an orthonutritional model for profes

sional psychology needs to be developed; and (f) that fur
ther research is appropriate and warranted.

Suggestions for future research included better

design, more sensitive and appropriate instrumentation,

longer treatment periods, larger sample sizes, and the use
of populations in varying degrees of health.

xvii

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

/0fe\
Amidst the interest in individual health and the cur

rent promotion of a holistic methodology in dealing with
the individual, there emerges a considerable popular inter
est in nutrition.

On the surface there exists considerable

literature promoting various dietary programs and nutri

tional approaches to use in alleviating numerous physical
and psychological afflictions.

However, underneath this considerable array of opin
ions, there appears to be a trend toward developing a true
nutritional science of approach to the health problems of
man.

It will be the purpose of this study to promote

understanding of and demonstrate evidence for a nutritional

basis of psychological well-being.

If this basis is ade

quately demonstrated, it would then seem appropriate to

incorporate some nutritional studies in the coursework of
professional psychology to gain awareness of this problem.
The first chapter of this study will introduce some general
concepts and issues relating to nutrition as it relates to

psychology and psychological well-being.
Cheraskin and Ringsdorf

(1973) point out that the

literature is replete with evidence that indicates signifi
cant relationships between various classical disease syn
dromes and soecific nutrients.

However, the apparent dif

ficulty with linking psychological dysfunction with spe
cific nutrients (or even biochemical disorders) may be, in

part, a result of the poorly defined nature of the psycho

logic syndrome.

In the traditional practice of medicine, a

diagnosis is made only "when a number and constellation of
symptoms and signs prevail" (Cheraskin and Ringsdorf, 1973,
p. 43).

They point out that when these signs and symptoms

do not adequately fit a standard disease complex, they are

frequently identified as an ambiguous psychological syn
drome.

They feel, therefore, that it is possible that ill-

defined psychological syndromes can be misleading.

For

example the mental symptoms of avitaminosis (vitamin defi
ciency) can occur long before the actual physical symtoms.
In view of this contention, it may become possible to view

psychological disorder, in part, as a subtle manifestation
of a nutritional deficiency.

If this appears as a reason

able assumption, then further study would appear to be war

ranted, if for no other reason than to distinguish "true"

psychic symptoms from those "pseudo" psychic symptoms which

may result from a nutritional disturbance.

As Ackerman and

Sachar (1974) point out, there is a need to define the dif
ferences between somatic and psychic symptoms and to iden

tify those psychic symptoms which may represent secondary
psychological responses to the primary somatic symptoms.
In addition, and perhaps more importantly, we need to clar

ify the relationship between nutrition or nutrients and
psychological disturbance.

But because of the methodo

logical problems, which this study will address, and the
complexity involved in identifying relationships between
psychological functioning and specific nutrients (e.g.,

protein, fats, carbohydrates, vitamins and minerals, etc.)
this study will necessarily focus on a more general and
basic idea of nutrition, that is, on individualized diet.

Nevertheless, even though this study is not a biochemical

investigation per se, it will nevertheless address itself
co some aspects of these topics in the literature since the
various nutrients as supplied by the individual diet are

directly instrumental in the health and functioning of bio

logical systems.2 This study will extend this latter con
cept to include the "health" and functioning of psycholog
ical systems or, for the purpose of this study,

psychological well-being.

Nutrition is "the relationship of foods to the health

of the human body" (nutrition Search, 1973, p. 1).

Ortho-

nutrition simply means that the entire known spectrum of
essential nutrients, such as proteins, fats, carbohydrates,

f^- vitamins and minerals, are supplied by the foods in one's
diet to maintain and/or maximize health and well-being.

Proper nutrition is known to be essential for:
Normal organ development and functioning;
for normal reproduction, growth and mainten
ance; for optimum activity level and working

efficiency; for resistance to infection and
disease; and for the ability to repair bodily

damage or injury.

(Nutrition Search, 1973,

p. 1)

This study will attempt to add psychological well-being to
this

list.

It is the purpose of this study, then, to investigate

the effect of proper diet or orthonutrition on physical and
psychological functioning.

Orthonutrition will be opera

tionally defined in this study as the correct dietary pat-

f*

terns prescribed to meet an individual's unique dietary
requirements.

The determinants of correct or proper diet

will be clarified in the review of the literature.

For

now, it can be said that such determinants are based on
studies and observations that have found consistent

associations between well-being and diet.

The diets used

in the actual method of this study are based on an examina

tion of certain psychological and physiological parameters
that have their ground in such studies and observations.

It is hypothesized that an orthonutritional approach to
these two general areas of physical and psychological func

tioning will result in fewer somatic complaints, increased
emotional well-being, and perhaps, even improved intellec
tual functioning.

A review of the literature has revealed a lack of any

noteworthy studies regarding diet and nutrition in the psy

chological literature per se.

Psychology has traditionally

and exclusively focused on psychological variables, "spe

cializing" in the nature of social, interpersonal, and

intrapsychic dynamics as they relate to the well-being of
the individual.

Such possible environmental determinants

of human behavior such as pollution, diet, and so on, have
not been examined for the most part since the specialist in

psychology could not be expected to gain expertise in a
number of complex fields such as ecology, nutrition, physi

ology, and medicine.

However, as the inevitable overlap of

disciplines seems to demand more holistic applications to

the study and treatment of human beings due to the

explosion of knowledge unique to this century, it would
appear as if studies relating to these fields are appropri
ate and warranted.

In view of the possibility that this

study is addressing a relatively controversial relation

ship, it is considered an investigational or exploratory
study.

As such, there are unique problems in methodology

which will be discussed here.

The most apparent problem is controlling for the

effect of expectation, i.e., the "Hawthorne Effect."

That

is, will a person who seeks a dietary regime with the idea
in mind to improve one's health and well-being, get "better"
just through the expectation factor alone?

And will not

the special individualized attention given a person by the
nutritionist further compound the problem?

With substances

such as vitamins, as will be reviewed in the literature,

double blind designs may suffice to control for bias and
expectation.

However, with orthodiet such a design may not

be practical; the person who is receiving the diet must be
seen to determine the individualized diet.

As Hoffer (1974)

points out, the doub'le blind method may be appropriate for
testing individual drugs but it is difficult, if not impos
sible, to test a treatment method with it.

A possible solu

tion would have been to utilize a placebo group as follows:

All subjects would be seen and a diet determined after
which the subjects would be told that they would be placed
on a pre-orthodiet to prepare them for the real diet.

Two

diets could be prepared for each subject, one being the
real diet.

^^
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A neutral participant could select one of these

two diets "blind" for each person and, hence, we could
effect control over bias and expectation.

All subjects

would think they were on preparation diets and the experi
menter as well as the nutritionist would not know if they
were in fact on the real diet or not.

Measures then would

be taken accordingly during the course of the diet.
However, ethical considerations immediately arise.

The experimenter is not being honest with his subjects when
he informs them of the preparatory diet when in fact they

may receive their real diet.

When informed of such after

the experiment, they may be disappointed in the results and
deprive themselves of further dietary investigation as one
possible harmful consequence.

f^

In any event, such a design

is decidedly unethical. In addition, it is very unlikely
that the nutritionist would consent to such a program since

a preparatory diet, if used, may be considered as prolong

ing a state of being which the nutritionist may feel is not
in keeping with maximizing well-being through diet and,

hence, an ethical violation on his/her part.
Still another consideration relative to expectation is

the possible necessity of having expectation.

One of the

nutritionists used in this study very aptly pointed out

that expectation is necessary but not sufficient for change

(^
,

in her particular approach (Poole, 1977). It is, then,
very possibly unrealistic to control for something that is

synergistically related to a holistic change process.

Thus,

this issue may be more appropriately addressed in terms of
how we include expectation, not how we necessarily control
for it.

To deal with this new question, this study employed
the use of a nonstandardized subjective rating scale de

signed to estimate degree of expectation for each subject.
Its construction, usage, and outcome will be presented in

the appropriate following chapters.

Other methodological

problems involving the nature of the diet groups used in
this study before treatment will also be covered below.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The review of the literature will begin with the exam

ination of some concepts and empirical studies that may

support a relationship between nutrition and psychological
well-being.

Methodological issues will also be explored in

this section.

Next, the focus will be on the relationship

between diet and disease suggesting that mental health may

depend, in part, on good physical health.

Subsequent sec

tions will explore the relationships between nutrition and

psychological functioning in general before examining the
role of diet to emotional well-being.

Towards a Definition of Orthonutrition
and Some Related Methodological
Issues

0^\

Dr. Roger J. Williams (1971) a renowned biochemist who
was the first man to identify, isolate, and synthesize pan-

thenic acid, one of the most important "B" vitamins, states

that "the nutritional microenvironment of our body cells is

crucially important to our health" (p. vii).

This micro-

environmental point of view is perhaps best stated by

Pauling (1968) in his delineation of the orthomolecular
treatment approach to mental disorder.

He is of the opin

ion that the functioning of the brain is dependent on the
molecular concentrations of substances that are normally

present in the brain and that the optimum concentrations of
fH^N

these substances may differ greatly from the concentrations

provided by a so-called normal diet.

He suggests that

orthomolecular therapy, which provides the individual per

son the optimum concentrations of the important normal con
stituents of the brain, may be a more appropriate treatment

for emotionally disturbed patients.

Thus, mental disorder

is seen by these scientists as resulting from changes in
the necessary and sufficient concentrations of substances,
i.e., nutrients, needed for proper brain cell respiration.
Williams (1971) has identified "biochemical individ

uality" as an essential variable in relation to gaining the
optimum concentrations of nutrients required to maintain
good health in the biological realm and well-being in the
/SPSS

psychological area.

Stated simply, biochemical individu

ality is a condition in which certain people are genetic
ally predisposed to special nutrient needs.

It is a

"genetotrophic condition," that is, it is predisposed by
heredity and precipitated by nutritional factors that

10

results in "distinctive patterns of nutritional needs that

are not adequately met when one eats in one's accustomed
manner" (Williams, 1971, p. 6).

Phenylketonuria is one

example of a genetotrophic condition.

In this condition,

babies are born with a biochemical abnormality in which the

0to\

essential amino acid phenylalanine is not metabolized prop

erly.

This results in a toxic build-up of this chemical

and can lead to brain damage.

If the amount of phenylala

nine is limited in the child's diet, the condition can be

suitably corrected.

Williams (1971) suggests that, even

through phenylketonuria is an example of a relatively rare
disease, it is conceivable that other such peculiarities

may exist within a context of biochemical individuality in

the general population that may require special nutritional
guidance.

Related to this issue, Abrams Hoffer (cited in

Cheraskin and Ringsdorf, 1974), a pioneer in orthomolecular
medicine and the treatment of schizophrenia with megavita-

min therapy, has identified "acquired dependency disease,"
a condition in which a patient requires substantially

larger quantities of?" a particular vitamin that the average
person, even on the order of perhaps a thousand times as
much.

Therefore, it would appear as if any treatment of

the body with nutrients should be a highly individualized

11

procedure, that is, the orthomolecular approach based on

biochemical individuality shifts the needs of the average
3

human being to those of the individual.
Hoffer (cited in Joseph, 1976) also surmises that
thought processes and emotions are grounded in the physical
/#\

biochemical environment of the brain and

that behavioral

problems may be a result of disturbed brain chemistry.
This radical assertion is theoretically supported to some
extent by Watson (1972), a biochemist who points out that

any interference with the step by step breakdown of glucose
in the brain results in impaired mental functioning owing
to the incomplete oxidation of glucose intermediates.

He

says that one of the most frequently encountered kinds of
interference is found at specific points where there are

great demands for enzymes, e.g., niacin (B ) participates
in the enzymatic breakdown of sugar at several places in

the energy cycle, consequently a "B " deficiency has a
marked effect in slowing down brain metabolism and, there

fore, in causing a "mental disorder."
The foregoing information thus far suggests that psy

chological functioning may be strongly linked to the effi
ciency of central nervous system metabolism as determined
in part by the quantity and quality of the nutrients in the

12

diet.

Furthermore, proper or correct nutrition (orthonutri

tion) may be responsible for a "molecular environment" in
which brain metabolism can progress without interference

resulting in the insurance of stable psychological func
tioning.

Pauling (1972) feels that the existence of a dis

turbed mind is unlikely in a metabolically healthy brain.

However, the information reported so far is, by and large,

somewhat speculative.

The conclusions are radical and cer

tainly appear in need of more concrete support to warrant

their justification.

These issues are dealt with next.

It has been hypothesized that certain neurological

systems that govern basic behavior depend on "biogenic
amines" as chemical mediators (Fischer, 1973).

These sub

stances function as neurotransmitters, that is, as chem

icals which allow neurons (brain cells) to communicate with

one another across the junction that separates each neuron.

Since food supplies the brain with the nutrients (in this
case, amino acids derived from proteins) from which the

brain produces neurotransmitters, deficiences can clearly
affect brain metabolism and, hence, behavior.

Weiss (1974)

explains that the availability of the amino acids tryosine
and tryptophan in the brain is a major factor in determin
ing the rate at which some neurotransmitters are produced.

13

He points out that serotonin (5 hydroxytryptamine or 5HT)
is a neurotransmitter that

is manufactured from the amino

acid tryptophan and that rats fed low protein diets (thus
producing a deficiency in the essential amino acids since
protein is the source of these acids) showed a deficit in
(iSffN
this neurotransmitter.

Matussek (cited in Kielholz,

1972)

reports that depressive patients have been found to have a
deficiency of serotonin in their nervous systems; that
autopsy studies showed a significantly lower concentration
of 5HT in the brains of depressed subjects as compared with
controls and that increasing the level of 5HT has been

found to decrease the symptoms of depression in depressive

patients.

He suggests that using the amino acid tryptophan

(the precursor of serotonin production) could
in treating depression.

be valuable

Unfortunately, Matussek does not

specify the criteria used in determining depression in
these subjects nor the measures used in determining the
decrease in depressive symptoms.

However, a discussion by

0K$>\
Coppen (cited in Kielholz, 1972) on the Matussek findings
indicates that autopsy studies performed on suicidal sub
jects reveal the same low levels of 5HT as observed in
these other studies.

Suicide may be thought of as a valid

criterion for the existence of depression.

14

Cortisone, ACTH, oral contraceptives, and other sub

stances have also been reported to cause a more or less

severe form of depression.

This "drug induced" depression,

observed in patients who had no previous psychiatric his

tory and who developed depressive symptomology, e.g.,
JSPN

lethargy, diminished libido, loss of interest in sex,
suicide ideation, and suicide attempts, is hypothesized to

be a result of a derangement of tryptophan metabolism caus
ing a decrease in serotonin (Bucci, 1972).

Another result

suggests that within the syndrome of depression in hospi

talized patients (diagnosed as such by psychiatric inter
view, a short clinical rating scale used by staff and the

Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale [BPRS]) decreased glucose
utilization is related to motor retardation,

emotional with

drawal, and blunt affect and that these physical symptoms

may be misinterpreted as psychological depressive affect
per se (Henninger and Meuller, 1975).

In fact, Hansen

(1969) points out that the reduction in the rate of glucose
utilization in cases of severe depression in psychiatric

in-patients diagnosed as "depression prominent feature" by
examining psychiatrists stands out as perhaps the most significant and constant finding.

Other empirical evidence relative to the ideas reported
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earlier is found in a wide variety of studies.

A statis

tically significant improvement in symptom complexes and
overall functioning after saturation with Vitamin "C" was
found in 40 chronic psychiatric patients in a double-blind

experiment (Pauling, 1974).

A striking decrease in patho

J^\

logical manifestations was reported for a nonschizophrenic
subgroup of a vitamin treated sample of psychogeriacric in

patients as compared with a placebo group (Altman and
Menta, 1973).

In addition, there is increasing evidence to

suggest that metabolic dysfunctions are responsible for
schizophrenia (Cheraskin and Ringsdorf, 1974; Dohan, Gras-

berger, Lowell. Johnston, and Arbegast, 1969; Fisher, 1973;
Hawkins, 1978; Pauling, 1972; Wyatt, 1974).

For example,

a study done by Hoffer in 1952 found a 70 to 80Z recovery
of schizophrenics as compared to a 30% recovery in the

placebo group; also, in one year the recovery rate in that

hospital setting doubled from 35Z to 75Z using the Vitamin
"B " approach (Hoffer, 1976).

Cott (1972) reports evidence

/SP\

of success in treating children with learning and behavior
disorders with megavitamin therapy.

However, the orthomolecular approach using megavitamin
therapy has received a great deal of criticism.

Autry

(1975) reported that controlled clinical trials of niacin
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did not uphold the claims of efficacy by proponents of this
treatment approach and further added that claims suggesting
that schizophrenics have a vitamin dependent component to
their illness were neither validated or refuted.

For ex

ample, in a study by Sehdev and Olson (1974) two groups
(one experimental and one control) of 27 chronic schizo

phrenics were rated with the Minnesota Multiphasic Index,
psychiatric interviews, interpersonal checklists and
behavior rating scales.

After a treatment of megavitamin

therapy (using nicotinic acid) only two of the experimental
subjects showed marked improvement based on these ratings,

while four showed minimal to moderate improvement.

Ban,

Thomas, and Lehmann (1974) reported that a double-blind
study with 30 schizophrenics showed nicotinic acid to have
no advantage over a placebo.

Ban (1973) reports on several

studies in which nicotinic acid failed to show any signifi
cant difference in therapeutic results between schizo
phrenics on the active (nicotanimide) and inactive

(0KS\
(placebo) pills in placebo-controlled studies and long

term (two years) studies.

However, J. Hoffer (1974) claims

that these studies were done in reference to chronic schizo

phrenics and that chronic schizophrenics do not respond to
nicotinic acid alone.

Proponents further counter that
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original studies were not duplicated or that not enough
tertiary vitamins were used in addition to the principles
(Cott,

1972).

Furthermore, in a workship on the orthomolecular treat
ment of schizophrenia several criticisms were aimed at

Hoffer's treatment approach.

Questioned were the accuracy

of the diagnosis of schizophrenia, the problem of replicat

ing a program wherein individualization of treatment
approach is stressed, the addition of vitamins to other
treatment modalities making it difficult to test the effec
tiveness of the vitamins alone, and Hoffer's claim (see

below) that double-blind methods are inapplicable in assess
ing the claims of megavitamin therapy.

Furthermore, it was

pointed out that orthomolecular treatment methods did not
meet minimal scientific standards involving the replication
of observations, the isolation and independent control of
variables and the creation of a specific definition of

schizophrenia (Autry, 1975).

In fact, the American Psychi

atric Association task force on Vitamin Therapy in Psychi

atry in July 1973 (cited in J. Hoffer, 1974) discounted the
findings obtained by orthomolecular psychiatrists because
they were not obtained by means of double-blind controlled
trials.

However, such scientific standards may be difficult
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to meet, given the nature of the problem of biochemical

individuality stated earlier in this study.

Because of the

wide variance among individuals in terms of their minimal
and optimal requirements for each vitamin, a treatment

approach other than individual may be inappropriate.
«jif^.

As Hoffer (1973) points out, the double-blind method
is limited in its application to the orthomolecular treat

ment of schizophrenia.

He says it may be suitable for

testing individual drugs but it is impossible to test a

treatment method with it.

Orthomolecular therapy is an

individualized approach and the correct dosage of vitamins,
minerals, and so on must be determined by trial and error

in the same manner that the correct insulin dosage for a
diabetic must be determined by trial and error.

Williams

(cited in Autry, 1975) adds that nutrients should be tested

under their natural conditions, that is, with other nutri

ents in a balanced whole and that further study is needed
to determine just exactly what is the optimum level for

0$£\
each nutrient.

At best, the controversy should be considered unre

solved and in further need of theoretical and empirical
clarification in addition to a methodology that is accept
able to opponents and proponents alike.
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But nevertheless.

the issues raised so far have direct relevancy to this

present study especially in problems of design (as covered
in Chapter I) and as they relate to individualized treat

ment approaches which apparently must require individual
attention within a total treatment context.

While many of the studies reported in this section are

more appropriate to the idea of a biochemical basis for
disturbed psychological functioning, the principles inher
ent in them will help us delineate our rationale for a nu

tritional basis of impaired psychological functioning. That
is, disturbed metabolism can be nutritional in origin as
well as biochemical or even genetic such as in abnormal

carbohydrate metabolism, e.g., hypoglycemia (Dufty, 1975;
Hur, 1975).

In fact, the genetic basis for disturbed

metabolism can be corrected through nutrition as in galac

tosemia (carbohydrate disorder); phenylketonuria (amino
acid disorder); coeliac disease (wheat and gluten allergy);

and Tay Sachs disease (Dohan et al. , 1969; Hsia and O'Flynn,
1968; National Geographic, 1976; Nye, 1974).

Cheraskin

and Ringsdorf (1974V point out that poor diets can aggra

vate preexisting metabolic imbalances and make them more
difficult to correct, or trigger the imbalance where it did

not previously exist by offering too much of one nutrient
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and not enough of others.

Pauling (1968) concurs by saying

that mental disease can be caused by abnormal chemical reac
tion rates as determined by a combination of genetic conconstitution and diet.

Thus, it would appear that claims for the efficacy of
orthonutrition as a procedure in which each case of bio

chemical individuality is satisfied as a means of enhancing

psychological well-being has at least some empirical sup
port.

However, it must be noted that this support is not

without its critics.

Methodological issues are still of

prime importance and have not been satisfactorily resolved
to make any other conclusion than further study is war
ranted.

This study will attempt to lend supportive evi

dence for the relationship between orthonutrition and psy

chological well-being that has been implied in the fore
going section.

Next, this review will focus on the relationship between
diet and disease in an attempt to further delineate the
M0^S,

relationship between well-being and nutrition.

It is con

sidered that, perhaps, physical well-being may play an

important role in one's psychological well-being.

In fact,

it could be that orthonutrition*s role in the enhancement

of psychological well-being may be an indirect one, that is,
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by producing better physical health a greater degree of

psychological well-being may automatically ensue.

This

issue wili possibly be more fully illuminated in the light
of the results of this study.

Diet and Disease

Gifft (1972) points out that the state of a person's
emotional well-being is often affected by the condition of
one's physical body.

Since the nutrients one consumes are

directly responsible for the maintenance and repair of the
physical body, it would follow that a healthy body would be
one source of support for positive emotional well-being.
This review will now examine the relationship between diet
or nutrition and the health or disease of the body (somatic
functioning).

Spies (cited in Cheraskin and Ringsdorf, 1971) points
out that our chief medical adversary is "a disturbance of
the inner balance of the constituents of our tissues which

are built from and maintained by necessary chemicals in the
air we breathe, the water we drink and the food we eat"

(p. 7).

Williams (1971) concurs by saying that "the nutri

tional microenvironment of our body cells is crucially
important to our health and that deficiences in this envi

ronment constitute a major cause of disease" (p. 2).
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Cheraskin and Ringsdorf (1971) add that there is the pos

sibility of a nutritional factor in all disease.
Worldwatch Institute in Washington says that recent

evidence demonstrates that eating too much or too little

may be more implicated in human illness than previously
thought (Science News, January 8, 1977).

Although this is

not a commonly held viewpoint in traditional medical cir
cles (because as Pfeiffer [1975] points out, "nutrition
receives little attention in the medical school curriculum

. . . and American physicians have not yet recognized that
nutrition is an essential part of good medicine [p. 8]), it
is nevertheless receiving acknowledgment by these and other
authorities.

For example, in a related fashion, Weil (1972)

challenges the practice of allopathic medicine (whose treat
ment of illness by attacking symptoms is based largely on

the assumption that microscopic germs and viruses are the
causative factors) because it ignores the possibility that
"there are factors in us

that determine what kind of rela

tionship we will have with those germs" (p. 142).
these factors may well be related to diet.

One of

Beiler (1973)

also points out that germs appear to be a concomitant of
disease, that is, they do not initiate a diseased state in

the body but, rather, appear later after a person becomes
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ill.

Furthermore, he addresses improper diet as the pri

mary cause of illness.
Cheraskin and Ringsdorf (1971) report that numerous
studies have found significant relationships between quality

of diet and fertility in both sexes, obstetrical complica
tions, congenital disorders, ischemic heart disease, and
so on.

They renort that in one study of 186 middle-class

Australian women undertaken from 1948 to 1950,

the inci

dence of toxemia of pregnancy in relation to overall
maternal diet was (approximately) 42Z in the "very poor,"

217. in the "poor," 9% in the "fair," 17. in the "good," and
57. in the "excellent" diet groups.

In addition, they point out that the American diet
"has been recognized in many individuals as actively con

tributing to metabolic imbalances which ultimately termi
nate in the development of atherosclerosis and ischemic
heart disease" (p. 291).

Worldwatch Institute now estimates

that 50Z of all cancer in women and 33Z in men may be re

lated to what they eat (Science News, January 8, 1977).
addition, National Institute of Health Director, Donald

Fredrickson, reported "that of the estimated 75Z of all
human cancers due to environmental causes, most may be

related to diet" (Science News, June 24, 2978, p. 404).
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For example, Cairns (1975) reports that cancer of the large
intestine varies in incidence from one country to another,

that generally, the richer the country the higher the inci
dence.

He points out that the most likely causative agent

is a high level of meat in the diet or a low intake of

/||Pv
cereals because both represent low residue diets which

retard the transit of intestinal contents causing normal
instestinal bacteria to convert these contents into

carcinogens.

Other relationships apparently exist between diet and

disease.

For example, the major dietary change in the past

century is the substitution of nutrient-free sugar (sucrose)
for starch and that, concurrent with this,

there is an

increasing recognition that abnormal carbohydrate metabo
lism is not only a prevalent problem but that decreased
tolerance for glucose has been cited as a prominent feature

of many pathologic disease states (Cheraskin and Ringsdorf,
1971).

In addition, other authorities are recognizing the

f$$™\

consistent association between sucrose and a variety of

pathologic states (Dufty, 1975).

One study demonstrating

sucrose as a susceptibility factor in disease found that

there was an 82Z improvement in gingival state after sugar
deprivation

in contrast to a 77Z worsening of gingival
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state in a sugar supplementation group (Cheraskin and
Ringsdorf, 1971).
It becomes clear that the implication of diet in the

production of pathologic disease states points to a locus
of determinants in the host as opposed to external agents
such as invading bacillus.

For example, Beiler (1973) reports that toxins build
up in the body when the natural eliminative organs fail to

adequately filter and purify the blood due to improper

nutrition.

Congested kidneys will use the lungs to dis

charge toxins resulting in bronchitis or pneumonia; simi

larly, a congested liver will use the skin as an "emergency
vicarious elimination" route resulting in acne or other
skin diseases.

After the tissues have been weakened or

killed by these toxic burns, normally present bacteria in
the inner or outer environment will invade to "feed" on the

debilitated tissues.

Thus,

Bieler feels that bacteria

breed in the damaged tissues much in the same way that
/0&\

mosquitoes breed in stagnant water; that the bacteria do
not cause the damagdti tissue any more than the mosquito

causes the stagnant water.

Martin (1975) points out that

these "toxic metabolites" become the culprits that inter

fere with the respiration of cells in such a way as that
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they cannot get sufficient oxygen to survive and function

normally; thus, this results in cell death and the begin
ning of the onset of disease.

Thus lowered host resistance

or increased host susceptibility due possibly, in part, to
dietary factors may offer an adequate alternative explana-
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tion as to why some people become ill and some do not
although both may breathe or be exposed to the same germ
infested environment.

In spite of the fact that there is a current trend
towards a decrease in deaths from acute infectious disease,

there is, at the same time, a gradual rise in mortality
from chronic disorders.

For example, in the period from

1900 to 1960, acute infectious diseases dropped from over
600 deaths per 100,000 people to under 50 while chronic non
infectious diseases such as heart disease, cancer, arthri

tis,,and so on rose from under 600 deaths per 100,000 to
almost 800 (Cheraskin and Ringsdorf, 1971).

This incidence

has probably reached even higher levels at present.

0^>

In

addition, these findings coincide with the trend towards an
American dietary pattern of a decreased consumption of com
plex carbohydrates (starches) and an increase in simple

carbohydrates (sugars), habits which reduce the intake of
protein, vitamins and minerals since simple carbohydrates
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are low in these nutrients, thus resulting in serious nutri
tional deficits (Cheraskin and Ringsdorf, 1971).

The

association of these particular facts suggests a possible
link between diet and disease.

There is also evidence

which strongly suggests that physiologic states can be

changed by reducing the intake of certain foods like sugar
and white flour.

Cheraskin and Ringsdorf (1971) report

that systolic pressure parallels almost precisely fluctua
tions in blood glucose, that is, when blood glucose rises,

systolic pressure increases and, conversely, when blood
glucose decreases, the systolic pressure drops.

They feel

that relative omissions of sugars and white flour could
lead to a decrease in disease states and yield a more

homeostatic picture of carbohydrate metabolism by decreas
ing fluctuations and variations in physiologic states.
We find evidence that diet and disease are closely

linked, that poor quality diets and general improper nutri
tion are associated with the development of a variety of

disorders ranging from dental disease to cancer and that
the causal agents of'disease itself may be more accurately
identifiable in terms of the metabolic dysfunction of bio

logical systems due to substandard dietary habits.
Conversely, this evidence would seem to suggest that
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proper nutrition can be an important factor in preventing

illness and disease and improving overall general funtion-

ing.

It would also seem that improved nutrition may enhance

positive physical well-being and decrease host suscepti
bility to disease and illness.

In view of this evidence, the first hypothesis of this
study as it relates correct or orthonutrition to somatic

functioning will be stated as follows:
Hypothesis One: There will be a significant
overall improvement in the physical health
of subjects as specified by an overall decrease
in reported somatic symptoms and complaints
between

before

and after diet measures.

This review will now examine the evidence that supports

the relationship between diet and psychological functioning.

The Relationship Between Nutrition
and Behavioral Dysfunction

The general impact of a nutritional basis for behav
ioral disturbance is probably best demonstrated in the area

of malnutrition.

Eichenwald and Fry (1969) point out that

alterations in the biological and physical environment may

produce serious disturbances in the development and behavior
of the organism, a finding that they refer to as a "bio
logical Freudianism."

Their basis for this conclusion comes

from the experimental data of the long term effects of
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malnourishment in children.

For example, Crowley and

Griesel (1963) observed the effects of a low protein diet

on the growth and development of a first and second genera
tion of low protein rats.

They found retardation of intel

ligence and an increased emotionality in cho first gener.i-

0^.

tion and marked retardation of development and intelligence
in the second generation.

In addition, the effects of

malnutrition in infancy and early childhood have been well
documented as the following studies indicate.

Klein (1974)

found that a brief period of severe starvation in early

infancy uncontaminated by socioeconomic status or condi
tions was found to have a long lasting effect on learning

disabilities and general adjustment in later childhood,

specifically on short term memory and attention.

Tizard

(1974) reports that statistical significance was found in
relation to chronic subnutrition and malnutrition in child

hood and subsequent growth retardation and intellectual
and scholastic backwardness.

(^"^

Other studies reporting their

observations on animals and human infants suggest that mal
nutrition during critical periods of early life results in
short stature and may permanently and profoundly affect the
future intellectual and emotional development of the indi

vidual (Eichenwald and Fry, 1969; Elias, 1975; Nature, 1969;
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Munroe, 1974; Thomas, 1972).

Autopsy studies reveal de

pressed brain weight and fewer brain cells among animals
and infants that have suffered from malnourishment prior
to death (Ansman, 1975; Cott, 1972).

Protein calorie mal

nutrition in the human infant can produce infantile
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marasmus or Kwashiorkor (as a result of early weaning with
subsequent inadequate nutrition), both of which are char
acterized by apathy, low activity, and lethargy (Eichenwald
and Fry, 1969).

It would appear that a major factor during the early
stages of brain development is an adquate supply of food
and that if the brain is not well fed during this critical

period of growth, it is possible that it may not develop to
its fullest and richest potential.

This may result in

subsequent learning and behavioral difficulties.

However,

it must be pointed out that ultimately the problem of mal
nutrition and its consequent behavioral impact may be an
ecological problem.

\^

Brozek (1978) reports that we cannot

adequately address this issue without "taking fully into
account multiplicity* of environmental variables which are
associated with malnutrition and tend to act synergistic-

ally with malnutrition in retarding the child's growth and
development" (p. 170).
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Further evidence for a nutritional basis underlying

behavioral dysfunction comes from a wide variety of stud

ies.

For example, it was found that diets deficient in

essential nutrients encouraged alcohol consumption in ani

mals, a finding supported by a Loma Linda University,
California study that induced a craving for alcohol in rats

by feeding them a diet high in refined carbohydrates and
low in vitamins, minerals, and proteins (Cheraskin and

Ringsdorf, 1974).

Male rats on tryptophan poor corn diets

were found to have reduced levels of brain serotonin

resulting in an increased responsiveness to electric shock,
i.e., a diet induced hyperalgesia (Lytle, 1975).

Prev

iously undernourished male rates were more likely to be

aggressive and dominant than controls (Smart, Dobbing, and
Whatson, 1975).

Another study that placed rats on a four-

day tryptophan free diet found decreased brain serotonin
levels and an increase in aggression and killing among the

deprived rats (Science News, December 4, 1976).

Other data

demonstrates the presence of enhanced aggression and kill
ing in rats during thiamine deprivation and a persistent
learning impairment after reversal of the deficiency
(Vorhees, Barrett, and Schenker, 1975).

In human subjects,

the emotional and neurological disturbances observed in
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deficiency studies included restlessness, boredom, depres
sion, irritability, and insomnia (Hur, 1975).

Other inves

tigators report that easy exhaustion, anorexia, digestive

disorders, anxiety, and insomnia are among the symptoms of
the earliest manifestations of nutritive deficiency

*V^

(McLester and Darby, 1952).

In the latter two references,

unfortunately, there was no mention of the determinants,
i.e., measures, of the psychological variables such as

depression and anxiety.

However, in one thiamine defi

ciency study, large changes in the direction of deteriora
tion on the psychoneurotic scales of the Minnesota Muli-

phasic Inventory were noted in an experiment along with the
symptoms of forgetfulness, irritability, apathy, confusion,
depression, and anxiety (Brozek, cited in Eidson and
Geller, 1964).

Also, in a recent study by Sterner and

Price (1973) riboflavin (a "B" vitamin) deficiency pro

duced significant changes in five personality subscales of
the Minnesota Multiphasic Inventory (MMPI) (hypochondriasis,
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depression, hysteria, psychopathic-deviate, and hypomania).
AT the University o£ Minnesota, 36 men of normal weight and
judged to be emotionally stable lived for six months on a
1,500 calorie diet resulting in symptoms of weakness,

irritability, apathy, and antisocial behavior (Cheraskin
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and Ringsdorf, 1974).

Cerebellar dysfunction, mental

changes (as rated by unspecified observers and which
included uncontrollable and inappropriate crying, auditory
and visual hallucinations, depression, lethargy and inter

ruptions of thought and speech), anorexia, and taste and
smell dysfunctions were associated with significant
decreases in serum zinc

and Bronzert, 1975).

concentration Henkin, Patten, Re,

Niacin deficiency (B-) can result in

pellagra, the symptoms of which are loss of memory, hallu
cinations, persecution complexes, and severe depression,

i.e., the syndrome of psychosis (Hur, 1975; Science News,

July 28, 1973).

Vitamin "C" deficiency can lead to sub-

scurvy symptoms of excessive tiredness, depression, irrita

bility, and ill health.

For example, in a study by Milner

(1963) in which he examined the effects of ascorbic acid
saturation in 40 male chronic psychiatric patients, sta

tistically significant improvement was found in the depres
sive, manic, and paranoid symptom complexes together with

improvement in overall personality functioning as measured

by the MMPI and the \jittenborn Psychiatric Rating Scales.
A number of investigators have reported observations

of reductions in dysfunctional behavior in disturbed chil

dren by correcting their diet (Cott, 1972; Crook, 1963;
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Feingold, 1973; Havard, 1973; Speer, 1963; Wunderlich,
1973).

Crook (1973) feels that hyperactive children may be

suffering from food allergy and found that by placing them
on elimination diets, their behavior improved markedly.

Speer (1963) found that children exhibit positive behavior
changes when their food allergy is corrected by diet; symp
toms of hyperkinesis (motor tension) have been reduced

along with hyperesthesia (sensory tension), and associated
systemic manifestations (abdominal pain, headache, enure
sis, nasal stuffiness, etc.).

Wunderlich (1973) also feels

that hyperactivity in children is caused by an allergic
reaction to food and that a high dietary load of simple

sugars can cause "candy catarrh" a syndrome characterized
by hyperactivity, fatigue, and congestion.

Cott (1972)

found that behavioral disorders in children whom he

observed and treated were universally associated with diets

high in carbohydrate foods, sweets, foods prepared with
sugar and "bizarre food choices."

Feingold (cited in

Havard, 1973) reports that hyperkinesis, depression, irra
tional behavior, and"nervous tics, among other behaviors,

can be attributed to food allergy; he also blames these

allergies on food additives and feels they are responsible
for increasing rates of behavior problems.
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The outcome of a

controlled double-blind experiment done by Conners and
Keith (1975) to test Feingold's hypothesis that hyperkine

sis may be caused by artificial flavors and colors in food,
demonstrated that hyperactive children showed a decrease in

symptoms when placed on a diet free of these food additives.

Y^

Other studies report the treatment of symptoms with
nutritional means.

Nine infants showing a nonorganic fail

ure to thrive were given improved nutrition to test the

effects of alleviating malnutrition; after the nutritional

phase, all subjects exceeded normals in weight gain, height,
mental age, and psychomotor skills (Ramey, 1975).

A case

of adolescent schizophrenia was successfully treated with
folic acid, a "B" Vitamin (Wyatt, 1974).

Relapsed schizo

phrenic men randomly assigned to a milk and cereal-free
diet on admission to a locked ward were released to an open

ward considerably more rapidly than those assigned to a

high cereal diet; when cereal was secretly reinstituted
into the diet,this difference did not occur (Dohan et al.,
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1969). Hoffer (1962) found that vitamin "B " (nicotinic
acid) in megadoses of three grams per day or more markedly

improved the recovery rate of schizophrenic patients and
that patients discharged as improved tended to remain bet
ter and have fewer readmissions if they continued taking
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the vitamins regularly.

Hoffer and Osmond (1968) found

that, when used as directed, massive doses of "B " brought

about improvement in most cases of delerium tremens and
acute alcoholic intoxification within 24 hours.
/m\

Vitamin

"B," was found to relieve pharmocological depression in
6

women taking oral contraceptives, a depression reportedly

occurring in 1 out of every 15 women (Leeton, 1974).
These studies appear to link behavior dysfunction with

some aspects of nutritional concepts.

These studies seem

to lend support to the idea that the deprivation of impor

tant compounds such as vitamins, minerals, and other
nutrients found in the diet may have their behavioral cor

relates.

It may be that impaired psychological functioning

can be the result of subtle nutritional deficiencies either

as the result of an inborn metabolic disorder, an acquired

metabolic disorder, early malnutrition, poor dietary habits.

or degrees of combinations of these various factors and
0$@&\

that the symptoms of these nutritional deficiencies can

manifest as vague or unspecified psychological complaints

prior to the onset bf physical deterioration.
Diet and Emotional Well-Being

The observation and studies reported thus far have

examined, for the most part, the consequences of improper
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nutrition on the physical and psychological well-being of
the organism.

This idea has its historical referents.

For

example, medical doctor George Cheyne (cited in Hunter and
MacAlpine, 1963) in 1733 wrote that mental disorder was the
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result of a poor diet and its cure was a corrected diet.
W. S. Hallaran (cited in Brooks, 1972), a medical psycholo

gist in Ireland during the 1800's felt that the overindul
gence of food and drink resulted in serious mental disor
ders and that in periods of remission of cyclical disorders
he observed that there was an "insatiable desire for food"

especially of meat and starches and that changing food
preferences was useful in determining when an individual's
disorder was about to reach an acute phase.

However, noth

ing has been said about the motivations for subscribing to
a poor diet when circumstances allow a choice for a vari
ety of foods especially in the American tradition.

Al

though several authorities have identified eating patterns
as neurotic defenses against anxiety, fear, stress, anger,
and so on (Rubin, 1976); or as a function of learning, e.g.,

being rewarded for good behavior with sweets (Brosin, 1968);
as the displacement of emotional needs such as satisfying

infantile orality (Janov, 1970); as triggered by emotional
factors such as nonneurotic anger, boredom, tension, and so
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on (Pearson, 1973); all tend to agree that a large compo

nent of certain eating behaviors are addictive (Brosin,
1968; Janov,

1970; Pearson, 1973; Rubin,

1976).

In exploring the addictive aspect of bad food habits,
/^MS)

Mandell (cited in Cheraskin and Ringsdorf, 1974) identifies
"chronic food addiction" as a characteristic of food aller

gies, that is, cravings for the offending foods and subse
quent consumption of them make one feel better temporarily.
Beiler (1973) points out that bad food habits are stimula
tion habits, that is, the body has learned what foods or
stimulants will make it feel better temporarily and what

will mask the symptoms of depression and fatigue momentar

ily.

He also further identifies several "foods" as stand

ard, across-the-board stimulants such as sugar, salt,

spices, caffeine, and condiments while referring to the
over indulgence of certain others, especially carbohydrates,

as potential stimulants depending on their use.
J1$Mfafi\

Increasing numbers of authorities are reporting that
refined carbohydrates in general and refined sugar or

sucrose in particular have damaging "addictive" qualities
(Beiler, 1973; Cheraskin and Ringsdorf, 1971, 1974; Dufty,
1975; Hur, 1975; Leonard, 1976; Martin, 1975; Masters and

Lewis, 1975; Ross, 1975; Williams, 1971).
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Hur (1975) points

out that for maximum efficiency of the entire body includ

ing the brain, the blood glucose level must be balanced
with the amount of oxygen in the blood.

This balance, he

says, is maintained by the adrenal glands in particular
and the endocrine system in general.

*

Since refined sugar

or sucrose is the next thing to glucose, it is rapidly
absorbed in the body and raises the glucose level markedly,

thus upsetting the oxygen-glucose balance and producing a
stress response.

After years of such sucrose induced

stress responses, the overall production of hormones can
become low and in a state of imbalance resulting in a

deficient or unhealthy endocrine system to combat stress

and disease efficiently.

In addition, sugar provides only

"naked or empty calories," that is, it provides calories
that have been stripped of all the minerals, amino acids
and vitamins, consequently draining the body of its own
essential vitamins and minerals through its demand on the

system for its digestion, "detoxification," and elimi
/fs$Hfc^

nation (Dufty, 1975; Williams, 1971).

As a result of

there not being the^necessary nutrients in refined carbohy
drates to insure their metabolism, the result is a forma
tion of "toxic metabolites" which can accumulate in the

body, brain, and nervous system interfering with the
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respiration of cells, producing their subsequent dysfunc
tion and the beginnings of the onset of degenerative dis
ease (Williams, 1975).

In addition, emotional well-being

suffers when the system is unable to resists the stress of
such diseases.

It would seem as if diet may play an important part in

the total well-being and health of the individual.

The

evidence presented in this section supports a strong rela
tionship between emotional well-being and choice of foods
and the latter's interaction with the body as stress

agents.

Although improper diet appears as a significant

stressor, it would appear as if its correction could very
well reduce overall stress and enhance emotional well-being

by increasing resistance to disease, increasing resistance
to stress and maximizine the efficiency and functioning of

all organ systems as they interact svnergistically to main
tain life.

One would expect, therefore, that the elimina

tion and "detoxification" of improper foods would lead to
/jfP^

an increase in emotional well-being.

This leads to the

development of the second hypothesis of this study:
Hypothesis Two: There will be a significant
overall improvement in the emotional wellbeing of subjects or a significant decrease
in the psychological complaints and symptoms
of subjects between before and after diet
measures.
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Nutrition and Intellectual Functioning

This review will now focus on the relationship between

diet and the more cognitive aspects of psychological func

tioning.

However, before examining some of the evidence

relative to this relationship something must be said about

the nature of intelligence.

The studies reviewed earlier

on the effects of malnutrition indicate that early malnour-

ishment may have a profound impact on intellectual develop
ment.

This lends support to the environmental determinants

of IQ.

But results favoring such an environmental point of

view are sharply criticized by the geneticist school of
thought.

Perhaps the most notable spokesman relative to

this issue is Arthur R. Jensen, a psychologist who has

argued for years that genetic factors are significantly
more important than environmental ones in determining IQ
(Science News, September 9, 1978).

However, when he

detected a steady decline in IQ scores among rural Georgia
black students as they became older, he felt that this
cumulative deficit was due almost totally to environmental

factors.

In additibn to general health and a disadvantaged

home environment, he mentioned nutrition as another pos
sible factor in the environmental determinants of IQ.

Other studies acknowledge the influence of both genetic and
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environmental factors.

For example, a study in Science

News (September 3, 1977) examined intelligence and school
achievement among 324 adopted and 375 biologicai--those

lving with their natural parents — children and found that
adoptees attained IQ scores 5 to 15 points higher than
would have been predicted had the children remained in

their original, disadvantaged environments.

However, the

adoptees still fell short in matching the IQ's of the bio
logical children leading to the conclusion

that the

adopted children's intelligence measures did not appear to
correspond to their adoptive educational and economic
levels and, therefore, suggested a strong genetic influ
ence was also operating.

This brief mention is designed to point out that

although both genetic as well as environmental factors
appear to operate in the development of IQ, it may appear
viable to suggest that orthonutrition--as one environmental
factor--can at least maximize the efficiency of the already

fixed nature of intelligence and, by so doing, "increase"
intellectual functioning.

This study will examine this

possibility.

Evidence supporting the enhancement of intellectual
functioning through improved nutrition is offered by a
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number of studies.

In a controlled study of dietary

improvement upon child mentality, Kugelmass, Poull, and

Samuel, 1971)

noted an increase in the intelligence quo

tient of both retarded and mentally normal children.

The

group of children, considered malnourished at the time of
the first mental test and considered well nourished at the

second, demonstrated a rise of 10 points for the retarded

and 18 points for the mentally normal.

Harrell (1971)

found that in closely matched groups of presumably normal
orphanage children, a double-blind daily administration of
a placebo versus a 2 milligram thiamine tablet for one year
produced a superior mental response in the vitamin group
that was statistically significant.

Kubala and Katz (1960)

investigated the effect of a dietary deficiency in citrus
products upon mental test performance.

They found chat

changes in mean ascorbic acid concentration were closely
paralleled by changes in mean intelligence quotient.

The

measures used in this latter study were the Pintner Ability
Tests and Otis Quick Score Mental Ability Test.

Alternate

forms of these tests were available and used on the retest

trials.

Reitan (1963) studied the relationship of serum

cholesterol changes to psychological abilities and con

cluded that a reduction of serum cholesterol by 10Z in
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older men (above age 40), even when the initial cholesterol

level was not markedly elevated, may have a beneficial
effect on mental ability and alertness as measured by

improvement on a retest of standardized psychological tests.
Also researchers (Science News, February 11, 1978) have
J0f!l$Sy

recently discovered that the important neurotransmitter
acetylcholine is produced by its chemical precursor (a
nutrient found in lecithin which is present in varying

degrees in such foods as eggs, meat, and fish) and that
inadequate acetylcholine production may be linked to memory
loss in general and memory deficit in the senile.

These

studies indicate that nutritional factors may play an

important role in intellectual functioning.
In addition, subjective reports from subjects who

participated in the dietary program offered by one of the
nutritionists used in this study, Eileen Poole, indicate

that the improved diet appears closely related to improved

jggg^

memory and clearer thinking.

Ms. Poole reports that she

has consistently noticed an "improvement" in the intellec
tual efficiency, that is, in improved memory and clearer
thinking, of her clients.

Although these reports are

clearly subjective, it must be stressed that these people
appear to be consistently noticing a qualitative difference
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in their intellectual life to the degree that, in combina
tion with the other studies reviewed here, investigation in

this area is considered warranted and appropriate.
However, it must be pointed out that orthonutrition
may work indirectly on intellectual functioning by improv

0R&\
ing physical health and emotional well-being.

For example,

if one's energy is not tied up in unpleasant physical dis
comforts or if one does not have enough energy because of

physical imbalance due to poor diet, improvement in this

area alone might result in the "experience" of clearer
thinking.

That is, one may no longer be consciously or

subliminally preoccupied with vague and subtle adversive
somatic complaints and, hence, can concentrate better.
Likewise, as mentioned earlier, increased physical well-

being as so described may sufficiently enhance emotional
well-being to free up energy and produce greater intellec

tual efficiency.

Thus, diet may not "raise" IQ as such but

may, instead, work indirectly to maximize what one has

J0$$^\
already acquired through genetic inheritance and education.

This study will examine these possibilities in light of the
results.

Based on this evidence, the third hypothesis of

this study will read as follows:

Hypothesis Three: There will be a signifi
cant overall improvement in the intellectual
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functioning of subjects between

before and

after diet measures.

The Implications of These Studies

The concepts, information, and studies presented in
/Hiy

this review appear to support a relationship between diet
or nutrition and overall well-being.

However, these stud

ies focus mainly on pathological states of physical and

psychological health.

It may be that nutrition has more

impact on such states than it might with more normal popu
lations.

This study hopes to address this issue more fully,

i.e., the effect of improved nutrition on well-being in

persons of relatively good health.

Another apparent issue is the complex interrelation

ship between the "body and mind."

Claims for the efficacy

of corrected diet in restoring emotional well-being must be

viewed relative to the impact of diet on physical well-

being and the consequent enhancement this may have on per
/K\

sonality.

For example, if one suffers from chronic head

aches due to a food allergy, the relief of the accompanying

depression is an indirect benefit from the removal of the
offending food from the diet.

If this is more often the

case with improvement in dietary habits, then this must be
made clear before suggesting that "diet cures depression,"
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and so on.

Furthermore, additional study is needed regarding the

placebo effect, especially in relation to the studies
involving the reduction of symptoms in the hyperactive
children.

(

Positive and "understanding" attentions in a

supportive environment may also be responsible for reducing
symptomatology.
Furthermore, enhanced physiological well-being may

provide cues that reinforce expectation and, thus, create a
context sufficient for improvement or change in the psycho

logical dimension.

Again, this suggests a powerful, syner

gistic relationship between mind and body.
These foregoing issues will be addressed in this

study in light of the results.

It is the intention to

make more accurate statements about these complex relation

ships and to provide a furthering towards a science of
orthonutrition and its utilitarian applications in the

field of professional psychology.

Selection of Orthonutritional Dietary

Approaches for this Study

Selecting a dietary approach that is most representa
tive of a true orthonutritional treatment program requires
careful attention.

There are many diets currently
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available, or in vogue, for correcting a number of condi

tions from overweight to hypoglycemia but many "may be
downright dangerous because they are deficient in the
dietary requirements to provide sufficient energy or in
the essential materials for maintaining good health" (Palm,

1956).

As stated in Chapter I, an orthonutritional dietary

treatment is one in which the entire known spectrum of
essential nutrients is used to maintain or maximize health

and well-being based on an individual's unique dietary
requirements.

While a technique has yet to be established

that can reliably and scientifically establish the optimum
diet for each individual, there are some approaches that

may represent a good approximation.

Before these diets are

reviewed, however, a sampling of diets not identified as

orthonutritional will be reported here first, for general
information and to serve as

illustrations of the drawbacks

of "standard" diets, the major complaint being their disre
gard for individual differences.

Low Carbohydrate Diet

Perhaps the best representative dietary regime of the
low carbohydrate variety is that developed by Robert C.
Atkins, M.D.

The following material is taken from The Diet

Revolution by Robert C. Atkins (1973).
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Dr. Atkins "diet

revolution" is billed as an alternative to counting cal

ories and going hungry.

He claims that is is not just a

reducing diet but one that addresses itself to a wide
variety of metabolic disorders ranging from diabetes and
ulcers to heart disease and hypoglycemia.

He refers to it

as "the medical treatment of choice for most people."

The

basis for his approach is that an overweight condition is

caused by a metabolic imbalance, that we are the victims of
"carbohydrate poisoning and sugar addiction" brought about
by the "overindulgence of refined carbohydrates."
ference between his diet and others that stress a

The dif
low car

bohydrate intake is that his "no hunger diet" eliminates
all carbohydrates at first rather than just a reduction.
This puts the dieter into a state of ketosis (ketones are
carbon fragments that are the by-products of the incomplete
oxidation or burning of fat) which means that a person is
burning his or her unwanted fat as fuel; thus, a weight

0to\

reduction.

One then reaches a "critical carbohydrate

level" and, hence, effects a balance between a too little

and too much intake*of carbohydrates or stabilization of
carbohydrate intake.

The outcome of the correction of

one's carbohydrate intolerance due to a metabolic imbalance
is, or so is claimed, a weight loss, stable personality,
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increased energy and emotional well-being.

In responding

to heavy attack by the American Medical Association, Atkins
says that "the diet is not right for everyone" and that
"not all achieved success."

Dr. Atkins' dietary regime does not address itself to
the question of biochemical individuality, that is, he does
not take individual nutritional needs into account. Rather

he advocates a standard method applicable to anyone with

the main requisite for treatment; namely, an overweight
condition.

In other words, he does not comment on the pos

sibility of a particular protein source (e.g., eggs) being
incompatible with one's metabolic needs.

For this reason,

it is not considered a true orthonutritional approach.

Weight Watchers Diet

Weight Watchers is perhaps the most well known organi
zation devoted to weight loss through a strict dietary

regime.

The following information regarding Weight

Watchers is from The Weight Watchers Program Cookbook by

Jean Nideth (1972), the founder of this organization.

Weight Watchers is strictly a weight loss program that
emphasizes the maintenance of a diet with a low caloric
intake.

One must conform to a prescribed menu and all

ingredients must be counted for proper caloric intake by
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weighing portions of the food allowed for consumption.

The

plan is "nutritionally balanced" with the aim of weight
reduction.

By "balanced" the program refers to the "stand

ard" recommended nutrient intake per day to insure proper

health, e.g., so many grams of protein, so much fat, and

so on.

In addition, there are "legal" and "illegal" foods

which the dieter must know in order to insure proper

dietary standards according to the Weight Watchers plan.
Weight Watchers is not considered a true orthonutri

tional dietary approach.

It does not consider biochemical

individuality in the preparation of its programs.

It is a

good program for weight loss (which in itself may contrib

ute to enhanced physical and psychological well-being) but

for the purpose of this study it is not considered a proper
diet, that is, one that can take into account the unique

nutritional patterns required for optimal health for any
given individual.

Balanced Diet

The late Adele,Davis, author of several books (Let's
Eat Right to Keep Fit; Let's Have Healthy Children, and so

on), was a nutritionist who did not emphasize a particular

dietary approach per se but who stressed good nutrition as
an important determinant in the creation of good health.
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The following information is taken from her book Let's Eat

Right to Keep Fit (1970).

Her ideas are derived mostly

from a knowledge of how the body metabolizes nutrients.

For

example, digestion takes place slowly when one eats small

amounts of sugar and fat and moderate amounts of protein;

r^

thus, fuel trickles into the system slowly (protein digests
slowly); there is not an overproduction of insulin stimu

lated by large amounts of sugar or carbohydrates (which are
absorbed rapidly); all of which results in a sustained and

steady energy level and a balanced body.

Her suggestions

of proper nutrition revolve around just such metabolic con
cepts in addition to how proteins, fats, carbohydrates,
vitamins, and minerals are utilized in the most efficient

manner.

She discusses the effects of the deprivation of

these substances and relates these imbalances to various

disease states.

Her final recommendation is to effect the

proper balance among the highest quality nutrients ingested
by any given individual.

^^

Ms. Davis talks about her observations and knowledge
as a nutritionist relative to what bodies in general need,

how bodies in general metabolize and what bodies in general
should consume to be healthy.

This is not an orthonutri

tional approach because it does not take into account
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correct or proper nutrition as it relates to a person's
unique individual dietary requirements or biochemical indi
viduality.

Her stress is on, .rather, general nutrition

applied in a general manner to individuals in general.
However, her contribution to promoting the health and well-

being of people through improved nutrition and her educa
tion of the public in these matters represents a signifi
cant advance towards a more informed approach to diet.

Zen Macrobiotic Diet

Macrobiotics is the ancient Zen art of selecting and

preparing food to produce longevity and rejuvenation.
Georges Ohsawa, perhaps the foremost authority on Zen

Macrobiotics, points out in his book Zen Macrobiotics (1965)
that macrobiotics is the biological and physiological

application of oriental medicine.

He further points out

that "a sound clear mind cannot exist in a tense,

body" brought about by improper dietary habits.

disturbed

This

dietary approach stresses a balance of yin and yang or,

putting it in food terms, acid and alkalinity, e.g., sugar
is yin--it expands the tongue, while salt is yang--it con
tracts the tongue.

An imbalance causes distress and dis

ease which is located in or fed by the blood.

There are 10

basic diets ranging from strict cereal (brown rice, an
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unrefined carbohydrate that is called "the staff of life,"
a fundamental staple food) to a combination of foods
including creal, vegetable soup, animal, salads and
fruit, and desserts.

The approach encourages the consump

tion of these foods in their natural, unoreserved state and

in various predetermined percentage combinations with a

minimum of liquids and an emphasis on chewing thoroughly.
And, of course, in the proper

yin-yand balance.

In addi

tion, each numbered diet can be undertaken to effect cures

of various ailments, disorders, and disease (e.g., tuber

culosis, schizophrenia, and so on).
While the macrobiotic concept that a clear mind cannot

exist in a disturbed body certainly supports some of the

thinking presented in this review, the dietary regimes are
not orthonutritional because they are general diets and,
hence, do not relate to individual needs.

For example, no

solution is offered if one is allergic to cereals, the fun
damental food of this approach.

Megavitamins

Megavitamin therapy comes largely out of the work of
Abrams Hoffer, M.D., Dr. Humphrey Osmond, and a more recent
advocate, Dr. Linus Pauling, ail of whom are pioneers in

the field of orthomolecular psychiatry (Hoffer, 1962;
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Hoffer and Osmond, 1968; Pauling, 1968).

Adams and Murrav

(1973) report that megadoses of vitamins can correct a num

ber of hard to treat disorders ranging from alcoholism and

schizophrenia to hyperactivity and learning disorders in
children.

The theory along with some studies as well as

methodological considerations have been covered elsewhere in

this review.

One proponent of this approach is Harvey

Ross, M.D. who treats depression with a megavitamin regime
in addition to a corrective diet (high protein, low carbo
hydrate)

(Ross, 1975).

While the proponents of this approach claim a great
deal of success and Dr. Ross' approach stresses diet in
addition to the vitamins, it still does not address itself

to a true consideration of individual needs even though its

basic assumptions are built around the concept of biochem

ical individuality.

For example, the megavitamin doses

seem somewhat arbitrary in their selection while the low
carbohydrate, high protein diet does not consider the pos

sibility of food allergy in its prescription.

Hypoglycemic Diet

Even though this controversial disorder has been

labeled as a nonexistent condition invented by health food
faddists, many competent authorities and medical doctors
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have identified it as a legitimate disorder (Airola, 1977;

Dufty, 1975; Hur, 1975; Ross, 1975).

Hypoglycemia liter

ally means low blood sugar (in contrast to diabetes which
is high blood sugar) and stems from the body's inability
to metabolize sugar effectively.
/S^

Functional hypoglycemia

is caused by an overactive or oversensitized pancreas
(whose hormone--insulin--is responsible, in part, for the
maintenance of blood sugar levels) without the presence

of a diagnosable pathological development or structural

damage, while organic hypoglycemia (or hyperinsulinism)
results from disease states of various organ systems or a

tumor in the pancreas (Airola, 1977).

The symptoms range

from depression, anxiety, crying spells, headaches, black
outs, confusion, moodiness, ringing in the ears, and noise

and light sensitivity to a host of others which can result
in the misdiagnosis of neurosis, brain tumor, or schizo

phrenia (Airola, 1977, Cheraskin and Ringsdorf, 1974;
Fredericks, 1976).

r^

Fredericks (1976) points out that ten-

sion and anxiety can trigger low blood sugar which in turn
causes tension and anxiety.

Because of the increased sen

sitivity to sugar, the hypoglycemic person is placed on a

diet that is essentially high protein, moderate fat, and
low carbohydrate with sugars strictly minimized or
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eliminated.

There are permitted foods and forbidden foods

and the preparation of these foods does vary somewhat
among physicians.

Although this diet stresses good nutrition in addition
to eliminating the generally considered bad nutrients .such

as sugar, refined carbohydrates, various stimulants, and
so on, it does not carry its approach far enough in consid

ering which food sources of nutrients as well as the opti
mum amounts and combinations of such nutrients go together

to comprise a diet that adheres to a strict orthonutri
tional prescription based on individual requirements.

For

example, certain sources of nutrients may not be the choice

of nutrients for all hypoglycemics because of variations in
individual metabolic patterns.

This review will now consider two dietary approaches
which are considered to be the best approximation of an

orthonutritional approach based on individual dietary
requirements.

Toxemia and Its Elimination:

An Orthonutritional Approach

Henry Beiler was a medical doctor whose experimental
and observational results gathered through years of suc

cessfully treating patients and whose studies in colloid
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and endocrine chemistry both led him to conclude that:

1.

the primary cause of disease is not germs but a
toxemia that results in cellular impairment and
breakdown which, in turn, paves the way for the

onslaught of germs;

y^

2.

the use of drugs in almost all cases of treating
patients is harmful in that they cause serious
side effects and sometimes create new diseases;

3.

"disease can be cured through the proper use of

proper foods" (Beiler, 1973, p. 12).
In his book, Food is Your Best Medicine (1973),

from which

this information is taken, he asserts that improper foods

lead to a state of toxemia in the body due to the body's

inability to adequately throw off the toxins by the kid
neys or liver because these organs are exhausted and/or

damaged after years of these bad food habits.

Instead the

toxins are "vicariously eliminated" by other avenues of the
body, e.g., the skin will take over for the exhausted or

V^

damaged liver resulting in a variety of skin ailments or
diseases; the lungs will take over for the kidneys result

ing in bronchitis, pneumonia, and so on.
ease is an unnatural elimination process.

Therefore, dis
When cells are

damaged by toxemia, they are ripe for bacteria (scavengers)
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to attack and devour the weakened, injured, and dead cells.

He points out that bad food habits are "stimulation habits ','
that is, the body has learned what foods stimulate it to
mask the symptoms of fatigue, depression, and so on, and,
consequently,

the body becomes addicted to foods which are

incompatible with one's metabolic needs.

Beiler practiced

for 50 years and used diet exclusively in restoring health
in a wide variety of disease states.

His diets were based

strictly on individual needs in addition to general consid
erations of basic metabolic knowledge common to all.

Dr. Beiler's approach is one dietary method consid
ered to be representative of a true orthonutritional

dietary treatment program.

Biochemical individuality is

the basis for selecting the proper diet, that is, one's
individual dietary needs are identified resulting in the
elimination, addition, and/or substitution of the best com

bination of nutrients or foods that will result in optimal
health.

Nutritional Management Programs:

An Orthonutritional Approach

Nutritional programs that utilize a variety of tests
and dietary analyses geared toward individual needs are

usually provided by a medical doctor.
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The Huxley Institute

for Biosocial Research in New York City and the Interna

tional College of Applied Nutrition in Los Angeles are both
organizations that provide the names of doctors and organ

izations who provide such services.
through advertising or word of mouth.

Others may be found
Programs that empha

size preventive medicine through nutrition under a licensed
physician may utilize a variety of standard medical tests,
e.g., urinalysis, blood test, glucose tolerance test, and
so on, dietary analyses, and medical history, within the
context of the best knowledge available relative to good

nutrition, proper vitamin supplementation, and so on to
determine the best dietary approach for any given indi

vidual.

Such programs represent a more scientific approach

to optimizing individual dietary requirements and, as such,
may be the best approximation to a true orthonutritional
dietary approach.

One such dietary program was selected

for use in this study and will be reviewed in more detail
in subsequent chapters.
J^\

Conclusion

%

Most of the diets reviewed in this section have merit.

They all aim at increasing physical and emotional well-

being, preventing illness and disease and restoring a
proper psychophysiological balance.
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Many of them claim to

accomplish this.

In addition, orthonutrition may represent

the beginning of a true science of nutrition in stressing
individual dietary requirements.

The two dietary

approaches representing the two orthonutritional approaches
reported in this section were selected for use in this
study and will be reviewed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER

III

3

METHOD

'JS^\

Two orthonutritional dietary treatment programs were
employed for use in this study.

Subjects were tested

before and after on a number of measures corresponding to

the hypotheses specified for this investigation.

The

experimental design selected was a pretest-posttest control
group design.

The ANOVA was the main statistic used in the

data analysis.

This chapter will specify these procedures

in detail.

Diets

Two dietary treatments were selected for use in this

study.

Although both qualify as orthonutritional dietary

treatment approaches, they both differ in certain key
respects.

Both diets, including their differences, will

be described below.

An independent nutritional practitioner, Eileen Poole,
was selected because of her individualized dietary pre

scriptions and adherence to orthonutritional concepts as
defined in this study.

She does not utilize any formal or
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objective analyses for her determination of diets, but

instead, relies exclusively on a well developed subjectiveintuitive approach grounded in the medical nutrition work
>

of the late Henry Bieler, M.D. reviewed earlier in this
study.
v

An examination of her diets reveals a standard

recommendation common to all:

the elimination from one's

diet of caffein, honey, salt, sugar, and pork.

With these

exceptions, her diets vary from subject to subject depend
ing on their individual needs (e.g., one may be allowed a
variety of meats while another may be restricted to only
one or two) with an emphasis on the consumption of green

and low starch vegetables.

Poole's procedure involves

spending, on the average, a minimum of one hour with each
subject.

During this time she examines the subject's diet

via interview, determines his/her goals relative to seeking
the consultation and intuits his/her unique individual
needs.

A diet is written and provided along with instruc

tions pertaining to dietary preparations and consumption

^

during any one day for the participating subject.

Recom-

mendations pertaining to the duration of the diet vary from
subject to subject but usually range from two to six months

with the encouragement to adhere to good dietary practice

for a lifetime.

No formal follow-up procedure is planned
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after the initial consultation.

This dietary approach will

hereafter be referred to as Diet Group 1.

The second dietary treatment program selected for use

in this study comes through an organization called "Compe
tition Nutrition."

Originally developed as a strength gain

nutritional program for the athlete, it has, in more recent

years, evolved into a more nonspecialized program aimed at

providing nutritional stress management for the general
population.

This organization was established by

Dr. William C. Bryce, a physician involved in the practice

of preventive medicine and allergy and developed by him.
All diets developed here stress the elimination of caffein,
refined sugar, and white flour for all subjects.

Diets are

individualized by way of blood and urine analysis, comput

erized analysis of past and present diet, hair analysis,

and a glucose tolerance analysis.

Subjects are counseled

relative to the results of these tests and individualized

diets are recommended accordingly (but not necessarily
/$B^

written down as are Ms. Poole's diets).

Periodic follow-up

on a weekly to biweekly basis is encouraged in the initial
phases of the diet work.

This diet procedure differs somewhat from Ms. Poole's
in that Competition Nutrition utilizes vitamins and mineral
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supplements when warranted.

The prescription for these

supplements are based on the various analyses completed in
this program as described above.
the use of these substances.

Ms. Poole rarely suggests

In addition,

the Competition

Nutrition organization de-emphasizes the consumption of

beef, mainly because it is hard to digest and has a high
fat content, whereas Ms. Poole will prescribe this meat

when appropriate.

Even though diet procedures discourage

the use of milk, Ms. Poole, more often than not, extends

her recommendations for intake reduction to a variety of

other dairy products, e.g., cheese and eggs, her rationale
being that typical consumption of these foods far exceeds
a desirable intake.

The foregoing represents some of the

major differences between these two dietary procedures.

The appendix contains a copy of Ms. Poole's dietary work
sheet and a sample diet.

Samples of some test results from

the Competition Nutrition group are also included.

The

Competition Nutrition Group will hereafter be referred to
as Diet Group 2.
».

Subjects

A total of 49 subjects consented to participate in

this study.

The breakdown was as follows:

18 in the con

trol group, 19 in the first dietary treatment group, and
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12 in the second dietary treatment group.

A total of 35

subjects completed their participation in the study with
the following breakdown:

13 in the control group, 12 in

the first dietary treatment group, and 10 in the second

dietary treatment group.

A demographic breakdown on rele

vant subject variables will be presented and discussed in
Chapter-IV.

Instruments

Six instruments, three questionnaires, and a nonstan-

dardized expectation rating scale were used to gather the
data for this study.

The tests, two of the questionnaires,

and rating scale were all administered in person with the
subjects following the directions on the test booklets or
following instructions verbally delivered by the adminis
trator.

The other questionnaire was filled out by the sub

ject on specified dates and returned by mail during the
study period.

The following instruments and questionnaires

comprised the test battery.

Cornell Medical Index (CMI)

The CMI was selected to test the first hypothesis of

this study.

It contains 195 yes-no questions in informal

language selected to correspond to those usually asked in a
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detailed and comprehensive medical interview (Brodman,
1949).

It is face valid as a symptom checklist (Levitt,

1971) and concurrent and predictive validity has been
demonstrated in numerous studies (Brodman,

1959).

X^

1949;

Gordon,

Its authors recommend it in medical and psycho-

logical research to investigate the incidence of symptoms
in various situations (Brodman, 1953).

The CMI has also

been used in dietary research (Cheraskin and Ringsdorf,
1971).

There are two forms (one for male,

one for female)

and it is self-administered in about 10 to 30 minutes

(Brodman, 1949).

A sample of items include:

Are your eyes often red or inflammed?
Is your nose continually stuffed up?
Do you have pains in your heart or chest?
Is your appetite often poor?
Are you frequently ill?

Do you smoke more than 20 cigarettes a day?

Eysenck Personality Inventory
(EPI)

The EPI was selected as the primary measure for the

jgA

second hypothesis of this study.

It measures two factors

which Eysenck says represents most of the variance in the
personality domain based on years of extensive research-namely, neuroticism (N) and extraversion (E) (Jensen, 1965).
The EPI has a test-retest reliability for the separate
forms between .80 and .97.

In addition, the EPI has
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demonstrated itself to have factorial validity, descriptive
validity, and construct validity (Eysenck, 1968).

It con

tains 48 items designed to measure general emotional insta
bility, emotional over responsiveness, predisposition to
neurotic breakdown under stress, and impulsive inclina

tions.

This test is attractive for its length, which cuts

down on time to complete, and its separate forms which make

for good pretest and posttest efficiency.
items

A sample of

include:
N

Scale:

Are your feelings usually easily hurt?
Are you often troubled about feelings of
guilt?
Would you call yourself a nervous person?
Are you troubled with feelings of
inferiority?

Michill Adjective Rating
Scale

(MARS)

The MARS was selected as a supportive and investiga

tional measure for the second hypothesis of this study.
The MARS was developed by Quereshi (1970) and measures four

factors of personality called unhappiness, extraversion,
self-assertiveness, and productive persistence.

Test- ;

retest reliability coefficients range from .79 to .94.
addition,

In

the four cross validated factors have coeffi

cients of congruence ranging from .80 to .95.

7D

It contains

48 adjectives (e.g., studious, cheerful, energetic, and
so on) rated on five categories ranging from very untypical

to very typical allowing a greater range of response than
most

forced choice

inventories.

California Psychological
Inventory

(CPI)

The well-being (Wb) and intellectual efficiency (Ie)
scales were selected as supportive measures for the second

and third hypotheses of this study, respectively.

The CPI

is intended primarily for use with normal subjects and
addresses itself to personality characteristics important

for social living and social interaction including the
aforementioned scales (Cough, 1957).

For example, the Wb

'was designed to identify persons who are unduly exagger

ating their worries and problems and/or unduly minimizing

their well-being.

The entire test consists of 480 items to

be marked true or false and has 18 scales grouped into four
classes.

There is evidence that each scale has some valid

ity when judged against life performance criteria (Cough,
1957).

The Wb scale correlates .27 with staff ratings

while the Ie scale correlates with from .41 to .58 with

other measures of intellectual efficiency.

Test-retest

reliability of Ie is .74 to .80 and for Wb is .71 to .75.
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Ravens Advanced Progressive
Matrices

(Ravens)

The Ravens was selected as the primary measure of the

third hypothesis of this study.

This test was constructed

"to provide a reliable estimate of a person's capacity to
think clearly" (Raven, 1965, p. 1), "to assess a person's
total capacity for observation and clear thinking [and] to

assess the efficiency of [one's] intellectual woi-k" (Raven,
1965, p. 2).

A test-retest reliability coefficient of .91

was obtained for adults in a major experimental survey that

demonstrated that the Ravens gives a reliable estimate of

the efficiency with which a person utilizes the capacity
for coherent perception and systematic, orderly thinking
under the stress of a time limit.

Raven recommends giving

Set II of this test with a time limit as a measure of

intellectual efficiency.

The Ravens was split into odd and

even items for the pretests and posttests.

A split half

reliability study was undertaken utilizing 10 college students--5 of each sex--ranging from age 18 to 31.

A Rulon
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split half reliability coefficient of .86 was obtained
between the odd and even items.

Western Personnel Tests (WPT)

The WPT was selected as a supportive measure for the
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third hypothesis of this study.

This test is similar to

the Wonderlic Personnel Test which was developed as a quick
measure of adult intelligence (mainly for white collar

workers) or general learning ability.

numerical, and

It includes verbal,

spatial test items to be solved in a five-

minute time limit.

The alternate forms reliability coef

ficients range from .81 to .87.

The correlation coeffi

cients between the Wonderlic and the WPT range from .81 to
.85.

Questionnaires
The pretest Orthonutritional Research Project Confi
dential Questionnaire was designed to gather relevant demo

graphic information and to elicit subject's responses con
cerning reasons for seeking consultation and other relevant
dietary information.

Included in the pretest questionnaire

were three nonstandardized scales designed to estimate

expectation of success or improvement on the diet.
jdSJN

Each

scale addressed the expectation relative to each hypothesis

and asked the subject to rate his or her expectation for
success in each dimension (physical, emotional, and intel
lectual) on a scale from 0 to 10, inclusively.

The take-

home questionnaire was designed to monitor the treatment

group subjects' subjective reports of improvement or lack
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of improvement at periodic intervals during the treatment
period and keep the subject in touch with the research

project.

The posttest questionnaire was designed to elicit

an evaluation of the diet on a scale from 0 through 10,

inclusively, relative to the three dimensions specified by
the hypotheses of this study and to obtain information
relative to the diet of each subject during the treatment

period (see Appendix A).

Procedure

Initial Contact with Subjects

Two lists of subjects were provided by Eileen Poole's

secretary.

The first list included subjects on her waiting

list who would not be seeing her for consultation for at
least three months.

group.

These subjects served as the control

The second list that was provided included subjects

that would be seeing Ms. Poole for consultation in the
immediate future.

treatment group.

These subjects served as the first

Ms. Poole's subjects were contacted by

phone by her designated representative.
study was briefly explained.

At that time the

Their permission was obtained

to be contacted by the researcher if they were interested

in participating.

The subjects who gave their permission
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were recontacted.

They were given a brief discourse on

the nature and purpose of the research and the testing

procedures.

Testing for these subjects was accomplished

in their homes and in person by the researcher.
subjects were retested in two months.

Control

Treatment subjects

were retested two months after beginning the diet (or con
sultation date).

Competition Nutrition was contacted and their coopera
tion was enlisted.

A flyer explaining the nature of the

project was designed and distributed to subjects by the
staff (see Appendix A.).

Those who were interested in

participating were met at the office by the researcher and
tested.

These subjects comprised the second treatment

group and were retested two months after beginning the
diet.

Test Administration

The control and Diet Group 1 subjects were tested in
/PPv

their homes.

The Diet Group 2 subjects were tested mainly

in the office setting of Competition Nutrition while a

small proportion of these subjects were tested in their
homes.

All tests were administered at the same sitting.

Instructions were printed on the test itself or given
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verbally.

Alternate forms, where available were used for

the pretests and posttests (EPI A and B, WPT A and B).
Treatment group subjects were provided with four question
naires that were filled out and returned once every two

weeks via a stamped, self-addressed envelope provided for
this purpose.

Experimental Design and
Data Treatment

The experimental design for this study was selected
from the experimental designs reported by Campbell and

and Stanley (1963).

A pretest-posttest control group

design was utilized in the following graphic form:

°1 Xl °2

°3 X2 °4
°5

°6

where 0., 0_, and 0S represent the pretests for each group,
0_, 0,, and 0- indicate the posttests for each group and
I

4

O

X. and X- signify the dietary treatments of Diet 1 and
Diet 2.

The symbols in a row represent treatments to the

same subjects while the symbols vertical to one another
represent simultaneous applications but with different
subjects.
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The ANOVA was the main statistical procedure selected

to test for significant differences between the three

groups employed in this study.

The main computational pro

cedures for this statistic were organized in the following
fashion:

#*N

1.

computations were simultaneously performed between
the Control Group, Diet Group 1 and Diet Group 2;

2.

computations were performed between the Control
Group and the two diet groups which were collapsed
into one diet group for this second analysis.

For the first procedure
utilized to test

three groups.

a 3 * 2 factorial ANOVA was

for significant differences between the

The three levels of the first factor con

sisted of the Control Group, Diet Group 1 and Diet Group 1.
The two levels of the second factor were made up of high

and low expecters.

For the second procedure, a 2 * 2 fac

torial ANOVA was employed with the two levels of the first
factor made up of the Control Group and collapsed diet

y^

group while the two levels of the second factor consisted
of high and low expecters.

Subjects were assigned to the high or low expectation

groups by computing the median expectation score for each

group relative to each hypothesis.
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Subjects falling above

the median expectation score were assigned to the high
expectation group while subjects who fell below the median

expectation score were assigned to the low expectation
group.

For example, all subjects who rated themselves on

the scale relative to the degree they expected to improve

physically were broken down into high and low expecters on
this dimension.

Likewise, all subjects who rated them

selves on the scale relative to the degree they expected
to improve emotionally and intellectually were broken down
into high and low expecters on these dimensions.

Thus,

subjects in the Control Group, Diet Group 1, and Diet
Group 2 were classified as either a low or high expecter on
the physical, emotional, and intellectual dimensions.

It

can be seen from this, that any given subject could have a

high expectation for physical improvement while having a
low expectation for emotional or intellectual improvement
and that any other combination of high and low expectation
for the dimensions could exist for each subject.
Ad^

Furthermore, each dimension of expectation was paired
with its corresponding measures for the analysis.

For

example, the CMI was the measure selected to test for phys
ical improvement relative to Hypothesis One.

Thus, the CMI

scores were broken down for each treatment group into the
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scorers with high expectation for improvement on the phys

ical expectation scale and the scorers with low expectation

for improvement on the physical expectation scale.
wise,

Like

the MARS 1, MARS 4, CPI-Wb, and Eysenck N scores were

broken down for each treatment group into the scorers with

high expectation for improvement on the emotional expecta
tion scale and the scorers with low expectation for

improvement on the emotional expectation scale.

This pro

cess was repeated relative to the intellectual dimension.
Measures were not broken down into high and low expecters
for a dimension the measures had not been selected to test.

For example, the CMI was not broken down for each treatment

group into scorers with high or low expectation for
improvement on the emotional or intellectual expectation
scales.

The main ANOVA computations were performed on the gain
or change scores since the interest in this exploratory

study concerns itself with the change hypothesized to
/pp^

result from the diet treatment.

In addition, Campbell and

Stanley (1963) point out that for the particular design
employed in this study, that is, the pretest-posttest con

trol group design, "the most widely used acceptable test

is to compute for each group pretest-posttest gain scores"
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(p. 23) and to compute the appropriate statistics between
the groups on these gain or change scores.

For follow-up tests on the 3 * 2 ANOVA's where sig
nificance was obtained, a modified least significant dif

ferences (LSD) procedure was utilized.

Huck, Cormier, and

Bounds (1974) point out that, "if the number of subjects in
the cells of a factorial ANOVA varies from cell to cell, a

solution for unequal N must be applied by the researcher"

(p. 85).

Nie, Hull, and Jenkins (1975) recommend the modi

fied LSD test as the most legitimate test to employ in a

case where unequal N's exist.

After the final significance

was obtained utilizing the follow-up procedure as
2

described, an omega

test was computed for each significant

finding to test the strength of association.

Hays (1963)

points out that "statistical significance is not the only,
or

even the best, evidence for a strong statistical asso

ciation" (p. 328).

He indicates that a significant finding

certainly demonstrates that an association exists but it
does not tell us the strength of that association.

There

in

fore, to estimate the strength of an association, the

omega

statistic can be utilized to indicate the amount of

variance that is accounted for between the independent and

dependent variables.

Such a procedure was employed in this
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study.

The data analysis also included demographic breakdowns

of subject characteristics.

Since the diet groups were

intact to begin with and were not randomly assigned by the
author to one treatment or the other, the data analysis
examined the equivalency of groups.

To address this issue

of equivalency, a chi-square test was used to test for sig
nificant differences between the three groups on the demo
graphic variables obtained from the subjects.

In addition,

ANOVA's were also calculated on the pretest scores for

each group for the purpose of determining if there were any
significant pretest differences that might suggest that the
groups were not equivalent before the treatment.
Where the differences between the three treatment

groups were found to be significant relative to these demo

graphic variables, follow-up tests were then computed on
the pretest and change scores by comparing the dependent
variables (test measures) with the significant demographic
/Bfiff^H,

variables.

This was done to determine if the significant

demographic differences between the three groups resulted

in any corresponding significant pretest or change score

differences that could confound any significant results
obtained between the three groups on the measures used.
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Likewise, the above procedure was duplicated, relative
to the equivalency issue, when the two dietary treatment
groups were collapsed into one diet group.

That is, the

key demographic variables were tested for significance

between the control group and the collapsed diet group.
In addition, ANOVA's were computed on the pretest scores to
determine if there were significant differences in this
area.

These computations will be reported in detail in

Chapter IV.
In addition, certain measures were not included in the

data analysis for the following reason:

The qualities

measured by these instruments do not formally fit the spe
cified hypotheses of this study.

Thus, the measures of

extraversion and self-assertiveness on the MARS and the

measure of extraversion (E) on the EPI will be excluded

from analysis.

It was felt that proper diet could result

in an either directional change on these measures and,
therefore, no hypothesis was formulated relative to them.

However, it was considered that the productive persistence
scale of the MARS could be predicted to change in a unidi
rectional fashion consistent with the hypotheses; specif

ically, that there would be an increase in productive per
sistence with improvement in diet and, therefore, this
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measure was included in the analysis.
In addition to the exclusion of the aforementioned

measures, the WPT was also eliminated from analysis with

the justification that it was an unnecessary redundant sup
porting measure of the third hypothesis.
Before considering the hypotheses, one issue that

should be addressed here is sample size.

Welkowitz, Ewen,

and Cohen (1976) point out that error decreases and power
increases as N increases;

thus, one can be more certain of

the power of a statistical test when the N becomes very
large, that is, the probability of obtaining a significant
result increases as the N increases.

In view of the.fact

that this study has a small sample size, it follows that

the effect of the dietary treatment must be powerful enough
to have a demonstrable statistically significant effect.
In other words, if statistical significance is obtained in

regard to the change scores as predicted by the hypotheses,
it can be reasonably assumed that the effect is indeed of
j^SSSfS^

sufficient impact to compensate for the small sample size.

In addition, the robust quality of the ANOVA is additional
insurance that a treatment effect will be identified if
present.
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Hypotheses

The hypotheses were operationalized in this study as
follows:

Hypothesis One—There will be a significant differ

ence in the direction of decreased positive responses(oosiffPi\

tive responses indicate somatic dysfunction) between CMI
change score comparisons of the Control Group and the
dietary treatment groups.
Hypothesis Two—There will be a significant differ

ence in the direction of reduced score values (indicating
increased well-being) between EPI N change score compari
sons and the MARS unhappiness factor change score compari

sons of the Control Group and dietary treatment groups.
In addition, there will be a significant difference in

MARS productive persistence scores and CPI-Wb scores only

in an increased score value direction (indicating increased
productivity and well-being, respectively) between change
score comparisons of the Control Group and dietary treat-

j0^\

ment groups.
Hypothesis Three-- There will be a significant differ
ence in

the direction of increased score values between

Ravens and CPI-Ie change score comparisons of the Control
Group and dietary treatment groups.
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The outcome of these hypotheses will be reported,
reviewed, and discussed in Chapters IV and V.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

0£\

In this chapter the results of the study are pre
sented.

It must be noted that the demographic and equiva

lency of groups sections represent necessary preparatory
material for the main results section on the change scores.

Thus, these results will be presented as follows:

The

section on the demographic variables is broken down into

(a) a presentation of the demographic variables with tabu
lar breakdowns; (b) the results of the chi-square computa

tions on the distributions of the demographic variables

among the three groups; (c) the results of the chi-square
computations on the distributions of the demographic var
iables between the Control Group and Grand Diet Group; and

(d) the results of the follow-up t_ tests and one-way

J^y

ANOVA's examining change scores on the test measures in
relation to any significant demographic variables found as
a result of the chi-square computations.

The section on equivalency of groups is made up of
(a) the results of the 3*2 factorial ANOVA's on the
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pretest scores for all measures among the three groups and
(b) the results of the 2*2 ANOVA's computed on the pre
test scores for all measures between the Control Group and
the collapsed diet group; and (c) the results of the tests

of significance computed on the pretest scores for all

w^-

measures by the significant demographic variables of sex,
income, and marital status.

The results reported under

these first two sections will address the issue of equiva
lency of the groups not only in relation to the demographic
variables but also in terms of the pretest measures.

The

foregoing will result in a statement regarding the equiva

lency of the groups before treatment.
The section on the change scores is broken down into

(a) hypothesis one:

The relations of diet to physical

well-being with the associated 3« 2 and 2x2 factorial
ANOVA results; (b) hypothesis two:

The relation of diet to

emotional well-being with the results of the associated

3x2 and 2x2 factorial ANOVA's, LSD follow-up tests on

#"^

the significant ANOVA's and the omega

test results for

strength of association between independent and dependent

variables; and (c) hypothesis three:

The relation of diet

to intellectual efficiency and the corresponding 3x2 and
2x2 factorial ANOVA's.
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Demographic Variables

The Grouos

For the final analysis, the Control Group was made up

of 13 subjects or 37.1Z of the entire sample.

Diet Group 1

consisted of 12 subjects or 34.3Z of the sample and Diet
/!$P\

Group 2 was made up of 10 subjects or 28.6Z of the sample.
Tables 1 through 6 present the demographic breakdowns for
the sample, respectively, in regard to age, sex, marital
status, education, occupation, and income.

Demographic Breakdowns

Tables 2 through 6 show the percentage of each demo

graphic characteristic for the entire population (e.g., in
Table 2, 22.9Z of the entire population was male), the
numerical breakdown of subjects per group for each demo

graphic characteristic (e.g., in Table 2 there were 12
females in the Control Group) and the total percentage that

number represents for the demographic characteristic per

group (e.g., in Table 2, 12 females in the Control Group
represent 92.3Z of subjects in the Control Group).
Chi-Square Results on the Three
Groups Relative to the
Demographic Variables

Using a chi square to test for significance among the
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Table 1

Distribution of Groups by Age

MDN

Mode

Range

12.11

34.25

30

23-60

30.41

11.63

28.83

24

20-60

10

35.70

10.79

34.50

33

21-56

Grand Diet Group

22

32.82

11.32

31.75

24

20-60

Entire Population

35

34.54

11.65

32.58

24

20-60

Group

N

Mean

13

37.38

12

Diet Group 2

Control

Diet Group 1

*

SD

Table 2

Distribution of Subjects by Sex

Sex

Percentage of
Entire Popul;ation

Male

22.9

Female

77.1

Total N

100.0

Grand

Diet Group 1

Diet Group 2

Diet Group

8.3Z)

6 ( 60.0Z)

7 ( 31.8%)

12 ( 92.3Z)

11 ( 91.7Z)

4 ( 40.0Z)

13

12

Control

1 (

7.7Z)

(100.0Z)

1 (

(100.0Z)

10

(100.0Z)

15

( 68.2Z)

22

(100.0Z)

(100.0Z)

10

(100.0Z)

22

(100.0Z)

13 (100.0Z)

100.0

12

4 ( 18.2Z)

1 ( 10.0Z)

3 ( 25.0Z)

3 ( 23.1Z)

30.0

Other

9 ( 40.9%)

( 40.9Z)
1 ( 10.0%)

9

8 ( 66.7%)

( 80.0Z)

Grand

Diet Group

2 ( 15.4%)

8

Diet Group 2

31.4

Single

8.3Z)

Diet Group 1
1 (

Control

8 ( 61.5Z)

48.6

Total N

of

Popul.ation

P.ere entage

Ent ire

Married

Status

Distribution of Subjects According to Marital Status

Table 3

Table 4

Distribution of Subjects According to Education

Educational
Level

^ Percentage of
Entire Population

Control

Diet Group 1

Diet Group 2

Grand
Diet Group

Graduate

degree

28.6

6

( 46.2%)

2

( 16.7Z)

2

( 20.07.)

4

( 18.2%)

Undergraduate
degree

17.1

1

(

7.7Z)

2

( 16.7Z)

3

( 30.0Z)

5

( 22.7%)

College,
no degree

22.9

3

( 23.1Z)

4

( 33.3Z)

1

( 10.0Z)

5

( 22.7%)

High school

31.4

3

( 23.1%)

4

( 33.3%)

4

( 40.0Z)

8

( 36.4%)

100.0

13

(100.0Z)

12

(100.0Z)

10

(100.0%)

22

(100.0%)

Total N

Table

5

Distribution of Subjects According to Occupation

Percentage of

Occupation
Professional

Entire Population
28. 6

Grand

Control

Diet Group 1

Diet Group 2

Diet Group

4 ( 30.8Z)

2 ( 16.7Z)

4 ( 40.OZ)

6 ( 27.3Z)

Student

5..7

1 (

7.65Z)

2 (

8.3Z)

0

1 (

4.5%)

Skilled trade

8.,6

1 (

7.65%)

1 (

8.3%)

1 ( 10.0%)

2 (

7.7%)

Semiskilled

25.,7

4 ( 30.8%)

3 ( 25.0%)

2 ( 20.0%)

5 ( 22.7%)

Unskilled

31,.4

3 ( 23.1%)

5 ( 41.7%)

3 ( 30.0%)

8 ( 36.4%)

100,,0

13 (100.0Z)

10 (100.0%)

22 (100.0%)

Total N

12

(100.0%)

Table 6

Distribution of Subjects According to Income Level

Income Level

Percentage of
Eritire Population

Control

Diet Group 1

Diet Group 2

Grand
Diet Group

$30-40,000

5.7

0

0

2 ( 20.0%)

2 ( 9.1%)

$20-30,000

14.3

0

1 ( 8.3%)

4 ( 40.0%)

5 ( 22.7%)

$10-20,000

34.3

5 ( 38.5%)

6 ( 50.0%)

1 ( 10.0%)

7 ( 31.8%)

Below $10,000

45.7

8 ( 61.5%)

5 ( 41.7%)

3 ( 30.0%)

8 ( 36.4%)

100.0

13 (100.0%)

12 (100.0%)

10 (100.0%)

22 (100.0Z)

Total N

distributions of the demographic variables between the

three groups yielded the results reported in Table 7.

Dif

ferences between the three groups in regard to age (see
Table 1) were analyzed with the modified LSD procedure.

There were no significant differences with respect to this
variable.

There were significant differences between

groups (p_ = .004) found in regard to sex with the Control
Group and Diet Group 1 having the most females, 92.3', and
91.7%, respectively, and Diet Group 2 having the most males
at 60.6% (see Table 2).

Significance was also found in

relation to marital status with 80.OZ of Diet Group 2 being
married and only 8.3Z of Diet Group 1 being married with

66.7% of Diet Group 1 being single (see Table 3).

No sig

nificant differences were found in relation to educational

level (see Table 4), or occupational status (see Table 5).

An examination of income level revealed significance with

60.6% of Diet Group 2 earning more than $20,000 per year as
compared with 8.3% in Diet Group 1 and 0.0% in the Control

Group (see Table 6).

There were also no differences with

respect to the droptouts who comprised 5 out of 18 in the
Control Group, 7 out of 19 in Diet Group 1, and 2 out of 12
in Diet Group 2.

This analysis resulted in a chi-square

value of 4.28 and a £ > 10.
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Table 7

Chi-Square Test Results for Relationships
Among Demographic Variables
S:Lgnificance

Variable

Chi Square

df

of

Chi Square

10.95

2

.004

5.74

6

.45

Income

15.36

4

.004

Marital status

14.46

4

.006

2.22

6

.898

Sex

Education

Occupation
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The above analysis reveals that Diet Group 2 had sig
nificantly more males (60.0% compared with 7.7% in the Con

trol Group, and 8.3% in Diet Group 1; see Table 2); higher
incomes (60.0% > $20,000 compared with 8.3% in Diet Group 1
and 0.0% in the Control Group; see Table 6); and more

^V

marrieds (80.0% compared with 8.3% in Diet Group 1 and
61.5% in the Control Group; see Table 3).
Chi-Square Results on the Two
Groups Relative to
Demographic Variables

Next, Table 8 shows the chi-square values and corre

sponding probabilities of the demographic variables between
the Control Group and the Grand Diet Group.

There were no

significant differences found between these two groups in
relation to any of the demographic variables.

Results of the Follow-up Tests
on the Significant Demographic
Variables:
Sex, Income, and
Marital Status

JPS\

In view of the significant findings relative to the

distribution of the demographic characteristics of sex,

income, and marital status among the three groups, followup tests were computed to determine if these significant

demographic findings corresponded to any significant change
score differences.

For example, t tests were computed to
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<^^\
Table 8

Chi-Square Test Results for Relationships
Among the Demographic Variables
Between the Control Group
and Grand Diet Group

Variable

Chi Square

df

Significance
of Chi Square

Sex

1.503

1

.2203

Educational
level

3.775

3

2868

Income level

5.374

3

1463

Marital status

2.507

2

2854

4

,9303

Occupation

.8597

/§jp8\
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determine if males significantly differed from females on

any or all change scores on the test measures.

One way

ANOVA's were computed for income and marital status to
determine if any of their respective breakdowns signifi

cantly differed on the change scores outcomes.

If there

were any significant differences on the change scores then
these findings could lend support for the contention that
the significant demographic differences noted may have been
responsible for any significant change score outcomes.
Thus, any corresponding significant change score results
could be said to be an effect of the demographic variables
in question rather than the diet treatments.

If there were

no significant differences on the change scores relative to

the significant demographic variables in question, then
these findings would lend support to the contention that

these differences did not appear to be responsible for any
change score outcomes that could be attributable to these
demographic differences.

Thus, any significant change

score findings could be attributable to the diet treatments.

These results are reported in Tables 9, 10, and 11.

Table 9 shows the results of the J: tests computed
between male and female on the change scores for all test
measures.

There were no significant _t values between male
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Table 9

Results of £ Tests Between Male and Female on the
Change Scores of All Test Measures

Measure
Ravens

Sex
male

female
CMI

male

female

Mean

N

8

.750

2.96

27

.629
-10.750
-10.074

2.73

3

MARS 1

male

27
8

female

27

MARS

male
female

8

CPI-Wb

male

CPI-Ie

female
male
female

EPI

N

male
female

SD

11.73
11.36

3.61
4.49
10.38
7.93
8.63

27

.777

5.75

8

- 3.875
.851

5.38

8
27

8

17

£

0.11

33

.915

1.18

.700

-0.15

33

.884

1.07

.827

.89

33

.380

1.35

.720

-0.16

33

.870

1.54

.574

1.42

33

.164

1.71

.300

2.24

33

.262

2.25

.125

-1.59

33

.122

1.41

.489

6.94

- 1.375
- 4.185
.750
1.037
5.875
1.000
3.750

27

If

t. Value

8.07

4.53

*F test - tests the homogeneity of the variance.

F

Value*

£

Table 10

Results of One-Way ANOVA's Computed on the Change Scores
of All Test Measures by Income

Measure

Ravens
CMI

MARS

1

MARS 4

CPI-Wb
CPI-Ie
EPI

N

Source

Between groups
Within groups
Between groups
Within groups
Between groups
Within groups
Between groups
Within groups
Between groups
Within groups
Between groups
Within groups
Between groups
Within groups

SS

df

15.790

2

240.095
24.710
4301.458
15.162
2065.522
3.542
613.428
53.447
2486.092

32

76.507
1360.177
66.367
728.317

2

32
2
32
2
32
2
32
2

32
2
32

MS

F

E

7.895
7.503
12.355
134.420
7.581
64.547
1.771
29.169
26.723
77.690

1.052

.3609

.092

.9124

.117

.889

.092

.912

.344

.711

38.253
42.505
33.183
22.759

.900

.416

1 .458

.247

Table 11

Results of One-Way ANOVA's Computed on the Change Scores
of All Test Measues by Marital Status
Measure

Ravens

Source

SS

df

MS

Between groups

5.905
249.980
352.298
3973.870
219.770
1860.913
64.163
552.808
37.165
2502.374
91.492

2
32

7.811

1345.191
22.974
771.710

32

Witnin groups
CMI

MARS 1
MARS 4
CPI-Wb
CPI-Ie

EPI N

Between groups
Within groups
Between groups
Within groups
Between groups
Within groups
Between groups
Within groups
Between groups
Within groups
Between groups
Within groups

2.952

2

176.149
124.183
109.885
58.253
32.081

32
2

17.275
18.582

32

2

78.199
45.746
42.037
11.487

32

24.115

2

32
2
32

2

F

£

.378

.688

1.418

.256

1.890

.167

1.857

.172

.238

.789

1.088

.349

.476

.625

and female for any measure.

In addition, there were no

significant F vlues indicating a lack of homogeneity of
variance between male and female for any measure.

These

results indicate that sex did not appear to influence the

outcome of the change scores in any significant manner.
Tables 10 and 11 show the results of the one-way

ANOVA's computed on the change scores for all test measures

by income and marital status.
were found.

No significant differences

These results indicate that income and marital

status did not appear to influence the outcome of the

change scores on the measures in any significant manner.

Summary and Conclusions

The section on the demographic

variables revealed

significant differences between the Control Group, Diet
Group 1 and Diet Group 2 with respect to sex, income, and
marital status.

Follow-up tests were used to determine

if significant relationships existed between the change
scores of any of the measures used in this study and these
three variables.

Np significant differences were found in

the results of the follow-up tests in this respect.

In

addition, no significant differences were found between
the Control Group and the Grand Diet Group (collapsed Diet

Group 1 and Diet Group 2), with respect to the demographic
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variables.

It is concluded that the demographic variables as a
whole probable did not lead to any significant distortion

or confounding influence that could be construed as being

00^

a probably determinant for any significant change score

outcomes as specified by the hypotheses of this study.

Equivalency of Groups

This section will attempt to demonstrate that the
relationship between the Control Group, Diet Group 1, and

Diet Group 2 as well as the relationship between the Con
trol Group and the Grand Diet Group is a relationship of

equivalency in regard to pretest scores on all measures.
To demonstrate this, along with the information obtained in

the previous section, will lend support to the contention
that, although these groups were intact before treatment

and not randomly assigned, these groups were equivalent
before treatment.

Building a case of equivalency will

allow a more accurate statement concerning any significant

outcomes on the change scores relative to the hypotheses of
this study.

Discussion of Expectation
Categories on the ANOVA's

Before reporting the results of the ANOVA's on the
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pretest scores, recall the high and low expecters repre
senting the two levels of the second factor in the 3*2
ANOVA.

These expecters were broken down into high and low

based on their position relative to the median expectation

for improvement scale score determined for each category of
expectation.

Subjects were classified, relative to each

expectation for improvement category, as high or low in
terms of being equal to or greater than or equal to or less
than the median expectation score computed for each group.
These results are reported in Table 12.

Observe that any median expectation score for any

group over 7.0 up to and including 8.0 resulted in subjects
being classified as high if their expectation for improve
ment scale score was 8 or above and low if their score was

7 or below.

If the median expectation score was over 8.0

up to and including 8.50 for any group, then the subjects
were classified as high if their expectation scale score
was 9 or above and low if their score was 8 or below.

Any

median expectation for improvement scale score greater than
8.5 resulted in subjects being classified as high if their
score was 10 and low if their score was 9 or below.

These

decisions resulted in the best balance possible of low and

high expecters for each group especially in view of the
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Table 12

Median Scores for the Determination of

High and Low Expecters for the
Categories of Expectation
Median

Category of
Expectation
Physical
improvement

Emotional

improvement

Intellectual

improvement

Expecters

Group

Score

High

Low

N

Control

8.87

10

~9

13

Diet

1

8.50

~9

<8

12

Diet 2

8.50

"9

<8

10

Grand diet

8.50

~9

<8

22

Control

8.87

10

T9

13

Diet 1

6.50

~7

<6

12

Diet 2

8.00

>8

<7

10

Grand diet

7.50

~8

<7

22

Control

8.00

~8

<7

13

Diet 1

7.50

~8

~7

12

Diet 2

7.30

~8

<7

10

Grand diet

7.36

~8

<7

22

/^?w\
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fact that most of the population fell at the upper expecta
tion for improvement score ranges.

Since most of the population fell at the upper

extremes, it was felt that the median split would yield the
most practical way of representing the two categories of
|i^W>\
expectation.

It may appear reasonable to assign a cutoff

point for such a split at 5, above which would be high
expecters and below which would be low expecters.

However,

as mentioned, most subjects were far above 5 so that com

paring the few that were below this number would have been

impractical.

In any event, the procedure utilized does

provide a reasonably meaningful way in which to talk about
and analyze this variable.

In addition, this result was in

need of discussion to better understand the results of

the

upcoming ANOVA's where high and low expectation plays an
important role in the 3x2 and 2x2 computations.

Results of ANOVA's on the
Pretest Scores:
Control.

JP\

Diet 1 and Diet 2 Groups

A series of 3 «2 factorial ANOVA's were computed on
the pretest scores of the Control Group, Diet Group 1, and
Diet Group 2.

The two main effects possible were between

the three groups and between high and low expecters.

The

two way interactions possible were between the groups and
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the expecters.

These results are reported in Table 13.

These results do not show any significant pretesc dif

ferences on any of the measures between groups or between

high and low expecters.

Furthermore, these findings do not

indicate any significant interaction effects between groups
or expecters.

These results suggest that any one group was

neither no more or no less happier, neurotic, intelligent,

productive, and so on than any other group and that high
expecters were neither happier, neurotic, and so on than
low expecters as defined by the measures used in this
study.

Results of ANOVA's on the
Pretest Scores:
Control
Group and Grand Diet Group

A series of 2 x 2 factorial ANOVA's were computed on

the pretest scores of the Control Group and the Grand Diet

Group.

Again, the two main effects possible were between

the two groups and between high and low expecters.

The

two way interaction effects were possible between group and
expecters.

These results are reported in Table 14.

These results do not indicate any significant pretest

differences between the two groups or between high and low

expecters on any of the measures.

Once again, these

results suggest that the two groups as well as the high and
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Table 13

Results of 3 x 2 ANOVA's on the Pretest Scores

Control Group, Diet Group 1, and Diet Group 2
Expectation

Group

Measure

Interaction

Ravens

24.486
2.549
.121

5.199

748.603

.908

179.055
.551
.464

116.994

12.036

31.538

1.328

.137

.353

.281

.714

.702

103.551

102.521
2.218

55.604

2.241

.123

.147

.315

45.062

74.978

28.286

.466

.176

of F

.280
.758

.500

.840

433.472

178.254

3.495

1.437

Significance of F

63.663
.513
.604

.072

.254

1.270

MS
F

Significance

of F

. 132
.877

.541
.588

CMI

31.581

MS

.097

F

Significance
MARS

of F

2.302

.118

1

MS

F

Significance

of F

MARS 4
MS

F

Significance of F

1.203

CPI-Wb
MS
F

Significance
CPI-Ie
MS
F

EPI N

19.193

26.364

1.266

F

.765

1.051

.050

Significance of F

.475

.314

.951

MS

Note.

df =

2! for group, 1
x expectation,

df = 29

for expectation, 1 for group

for within.
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Table

14

Results of 2 x 2 ANOVA's on the Pretest Scores:

Control Group and Grand Diet Group
Group

Measure

Expectation

Interaction

Ravens

2.029

MS
F

Significance

24.126
2.601

.219
.643

1.971

.117

.213
.6^8

29.071
.085

179.055
.522

334.515
.976

.773

.475

.331

231.320
2.788

11.226
.135

49.476
.596

.105

.715

. 44o

12.319

81.861
1.571

30.974

.219

.4*7

59.199

83.327

.549

54.013
.356

of F

.390
.537

.464

.555

406.225
3.115
.087

25.639

of F

12.078
.093
.763

31.253
1.280

3.711

.320

.576

.320

.699

of F

CMI
MS
F

Significance
MARS

of F

1

MS
F

Significance

of F

MARS 4
MS
F

Significance

of F

.236
.630

.594

CPI-Wb
MS
F

Significance
CPI-Ie
MS
F

Significance

•

.197

.661

EPI N

7.807

MS
F

Significance
Note,

df

of F

"» 1I for

group, 1 for expectation, 1 for group x

expectation,
df = 31

.152

for within.
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low expecters did not appear to be significantly different
with regard to happiness, neuroticism, intellectual effi

ciency, or physical well-being before the diet treatments
were instituted.

0^S

However, two findings appear somewhat noteworthy.
There is almost a trend (£ = .105) towards the Control
Group reporting greater happiness as determined by the
MARS 1 (X = 28.38) than the Grand Diet Group (X = 33.82)

suggesting that the diet group, as a whole, may have begun
the diet treatment feeling somewhat unhappier, although

not significantly so, than did the Control Group.

This

might suggest that the diet group as a whole would need to
benefit more from the diet treatment in order to exhibit

significance than they might if there were no such differ
ences noted in relation to the Control Group.

Although the

other measures of well-being do not support this trend, it

will be explored later relative to the change score out0^\

comes.

The other finding suggests a clear trend (£ = .087)
towards the high expecters beginning the treatment period

with greater intellectual efficiency, as determined by the
CPI-Ie, than the low expecters.

These findings may be of

little consequence relative to the change score outcomes to
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be reported later.

However, if significance is obtained

on this measure these findings may prove useful for inter
pretation.

Results of One-Way ANOVA's and
t

Tests on

the Pretest Scores

by Sex, Income, and Marital
Status

To further build a case of equivalency, the pretest
scores were also examined in relation to the significant
demographic variables of sex, income, and marital status.
This was done to determine if

these variables results

in

any pretest bias that could possible result in a distortion
relative to the effect of diet treatment on any significant

change score outcomes.

t tests were computed on the pre

test scores between male and female on the demographic
variable of sex.

These results are reported in Table 15.

One-way ANOVA's were computed on the pretest scores with
respect to income and marital status.

These results are

reported in Tables 16 and 17.

Table 15 indicates that no significant differences
exist between male arid female on the pretest scores for all
measures.

Thus, it would appear that the males were no

more happy, neurotic, intelligent, or physically sound, as
determined by these measures, than the females or vice
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Table 15

Results of the jt Tests Computed on All Pretest Scores by Sex
Measure

Sex

Ravens

male
female

CMI

male?

MARS 1

male

female
female

MARS 4

male
female

N

Mean

SD

8
27

8.750
8.370

4.30
2.66

8

21.500

15.53

27

32.518

18.32

8

32.125

9.90

27

31.703

9.16

6.32

3

44.375

27

46.000

7.46

8

47.000

10.79

CPI-Wb

male
female

27

42.407

12.31

CPI-Ie

male
female
Male

8
27
8

50.375
48.925
10.125

11.94
11.58
4.64

female

27

10.592

5.00

EPI N

*F test - tests the homogeneity of variance.

t. Value

df

£

F Value*

0.31

33

.762

2.61

.070

-1.54

33

.133

1.39

.687

0.11

33

.911

1.17

.709

-0.56

33

.581

1.39

.683

0.95

33

.349

1.30

.763

0.31

33

.759

1.06

.829

-0.24

33

.815

1.16

.902

Table 16

Results of the One-VJay ANOVA's Computed on All
Pretest Scores by Income

Measure
Ravens
CMI

MARS 1

Source

SS

Between groups

5.257
309.428
377.863
10788.121
12.827
2860.780

Within groups
Between groups
Within groups
Between groups
Within groups

MARS 4

Between groups

CPI-Wb

Within groups
Between groups
Within groups

CPI-Ie

Between groups

Within groups
EPI N

Between groups
Within groups

58.383
1687.791
665.333
4223.351
221.320
4279.363
10.126
792.615

df
2

32
2

32
2
32
2

32
2

32
2

32
2
32

MS

F

2

2.628
9.669

. 272

.763

188.931
337.128
6.413
89.399
29.292

.560

.576

.072

.930

.553

.580

52.743
332.666
131.979
110.660
133.730
5.063
24.769

2.52

.096

.827

.446

.204

.816

Table 17

Results of the One-Way ANOVA's Computed on All
Pretest Scores by Marital Status
Measure

Ravens

Source

Between groups

Within groups
CMI

MARS 1

MARS 4
CPI-Wb
CPI-Ie
EPI N

Between groups
Within groups
Between groups
Within groups
Between groups
Within groups
Between groups
Within groups
Between groups
Within groups
Between groups
Within groups

SS

36.593
178.091
903.752
10262.229
89.732
2783.870
85.795
1660.365
158.537
4730.139
190.635
4310.135
5.768
796.974

df
2

32
2

32
2
32
2

32
2
32
2

32
2
32

MS

F

£

18.296
8.69

2.105

.138

451.876
320.694
44.866
86.996
42.897
51.836
79.268
147.816
95.317
134.688

1.409

.259

.516

.601

.827

.446

.536

.590

.708

.500

2.884
24.905

.116

.891

versa.

Tables 16 and 17 do not show any significant differ
ences between pretest scores for all measures with respect
to income and marital status.

However, there is one appar

ent trend (£ = .096) suggesting that higher income subjects
4B6S

(n a 7) were tending to report greater levels of well-being

as measured by the CPI-Wb (X - 49.00) than those with lower
incomes (n = 16, X = 38.812 for below $10,000).

Since the

majority of higher income subjects were in Diet Group 2
(60%) rather than in Diet Group 1 (8.3%) or the Control
Group (0.0%) then it would appear as if Diet Group 1 would
have to experience greater impact from the diet to compen
sate for this finding on the CPI-Wb than would Diet Group

2.

This finding will be discussed relative to any signifi

cant findings on this measure relative to the change score
outcomes.

Overall, with the exception of the trend noted,

it

would appear as if different income groups as well as dif-

jlflRS
ferent marital status groups did not differ from one

another in any significant manner with respect to happiness,
neuroticism, intelligence, physical well-being, and so on,

as determined by these measures before the treatment period
began.
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Summary and Conclusion

The foregoing section on equivalency of groups was

designed to demonstrate that there were no significant pre
treatment differences between groups or between the sig

nificant demographic characteristics.

No significant dif

ferences were found between the Control Group, Diet Group
1, or Diet Group 2 with respect to the pretest scores.

In

addition, no significant differences were found between the

Control Group and Grand Diet Group with respect to these
pretest scores with the exception of a possible noteworthy

trend suggesting that high expecters began the treatment
period with a tendency toward greater intellectual effi

ciency, as determined by the CPI-Ie, than low expecters.
This finding may be of little consequence depending on the
results of the change score outcomes.
Furthermore, there were no significant differences
found between male and female, between income groups, or
the various marital status groups with respect to the pre
test scores.

One exception is the result suggesting that

higher income subjects reported may have entered the treat

ment period with greater well-being, as determined by the
CPI-Wb, than subjects with lower incomes.

This finding

will also be interpreted in light of the results of the
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change score outcomes.

It would appear that the evidence supports the conten
tion that, as a whole, the subjects who participated in
this study from start to finish did not significantly dif
fer from one another before the beginning of the treatment
period in degree of happiness, physical well-being,

intel

lectual efficiency, neuroticism, and so on, as determined

by the measures used in this study.

Thus, it would appear

as if the groups were equivalent before the treatment per

iod began to the extent that any significant finds can be
attributed to the impact of the diet treatment.

Change Scores

This section represents the main results of this
study.

As pointed out at the beginning of this chapter,

the two preceding sections were necessary to build a case

of pretreatment equivalency without which these main
results could not be as accurately represented as valid
outcomes.

The results of this section will examine the outcome

of the change scores on the measures employed for each

hypothesis.

The results of the first analysis between the

three groups will be followed by the results of the second

analysis between the Control Group and the Grand Diet Group.
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Each hypothesis will be discussed in turn relative to the
foregoing procedure.

Hypothesis one:
well-being.
rfftpft^

The relation of diet to physical

The hypothesis that an orthonutritional

dietary treatment program would result in a significant
increase in physical well-being was not strongly supported

by the results.

There was no significant group, expecta

tion, or interaction effects on the CMI change scores

between the three groups.

The results of the 3*2 fac

torial ANOVA computed on these change scores between the

three groups appears in Table 18.

The main effect on the

group factor results in an F = 2.022 with £ = .151.

Diet

Group 2 had a greater mean number of decreased positive

responses (X = -14.30) than Diet Group 1 (X = 11.75) rela
tive to the Control Group (X = -5.69).

Although the dif

ferences between means appear large, they were evidently
not large enough to produce significance.
Table 18 also shows the results of the 2x2 factorial

ANOVA computed on the change scores between the Control

Group and the Grand Diet Group.

The main effect on the

group factor resulted in an F = 3.697 with a £ = .064
clearly representing a significant trend toward increased

physical well-being.

The Grand Diet Group had a much
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1
Tabic 18

Results of the ANOVA on the Change Scores of the Cornell Medical Index

(The Relation of Diet to Physical Well-Being fHypothesis One])
3x2 ANOVA

2x2 ANOVA

Grand
Diet

Control

Diet

t

Diet 2

-10.67

-20.00

-12.22

- 8.12

SD

Control

Group

M

- 8.00

-14.91

-12.22

13.02

18

-

- 8.12

9.01

17

SD

N

High
expect.

-

8.00

-

13.02
i:

18

Low

expect.

i
9.01

3.00

-12.83

- 8.60

3.00

-10.91

- 5.69

-11.75

-14.30

- 5.60

-12.91

SD

10.41

10.25

12.51

10.41

11.13

N

13

12

10

13

22

M

Main Effects:

Group
Expectation

Interaction Effects:

F

=

2 .022

£

=

.151

F

»

1 .403

£

"

.246

F

-

1..065

2

•

.358

17

Main Effects:

Group

F

£

Expectation

F

£

Interaction Effects:

F

£

=

3 .697

=

.064

=

1 .385

=

.248

=

.017

=

.897

larger mean change score outcome on the CMI (X = -5.69).

Increasing the N to 22 subjects (as a result of combining
the two diet groups) appears to have increased the prob
ability of obtaining a significant outcome in view of the

fact that in the first analysis there was a much larger
mean change score for the Diet Croup 2 (X = -14.30)

than

for the Grand Diet Group (X = -12.91) relative to the Con

trol Group but a much smaller N in Diet Group 2 of only 10
subjects.

All of the foregoing results will be discussed

fully relative to Hypothesis One in Chapter V.

Hypothesis two:

well-being.

The relation of diet to emotional

The hypothesis that an orthonutritional

dietary treatment program would result in a significant
increase in emotional well-being was supported by the

n

results.
<U
MARS

1.

The main effect

of the

3*2

factorial

ANOVA on the group factor of the MARS 1 unhappiness change
scores outcome resulted

in an F of 5.717 with a

p = .008.

There was no significant expectation or interaction effects
for this measure.

A modified LSD procedure employed as a

follow-up test revealed that the significance found existed
2

between the Control Croup and Diet Group 1.

The omega"

test to indicate the strength of association between the
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M(

relationship of Diet Group 1 and the MARS 1 change score

outcome yielded a value of 10.99%.
Table 19.

These results appear in

It can be observed that Diet Group 1 had a

larger mean change score value (X = -7.75) than either the
Control Group (X = 1.46), or Diet Group 2 (X = -5.00).
This outcome suggests that the first diet treatment

resulted in a significant reduction in unhappiness (or
increase in happiness) relative to the other two groups.
Table 19 also shows the results of the 2x2 factorial

ANOVA done on the MARS 1 change score outcomes between the

Control Group and Grand Diet Group.

The main effect on the

group factor resulted in an F = 10.806 with a £ = .003.

Again, there was no significant expectation or interaction
effect.

The omega

2

test to indicate the strength of asso

ciation between the Grand Diet Group and the MARS 1 change

score outcome yielded a value of 20.99%.

These results

suggest that when the diet groups are collapsed, thus
increasing the sample size, the probability of obtaining
greater significance is increased.

MARS 4.

The results of the 3x2 factorial ANOVA

computed on the change scores of the MARS 4 productive per
sistence factor did not reveal any significant differences

between the three groups.

There were no significant group
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Table

19

Results of the ANOVA on the Change Scores of the MARS 1 Unhappiness F.ictor

(The Relation of Diet to Emotional Well-Being (Hypothesis Two])

2 *

3x2 ANOVA

2 ANOVA

Grand
Diet

Control

Diet 1

Diet 2

- 2.17

- 7.83

- 4.50

- 4.83

4.57

- 7.67

- 5.75

- 2.18

1.46

- 7.75

- 5.00

Control

SD

Group

M

SD

N

- 4.83

8.04

18

- 2.18

7.58

17

High
expect.

18

- 2.17

- 6.17

17

4.57

- 6.90

1.46

- 6.50

Low

expect.
M

SD
N

7.83
13

2.99
12

Main Effects:

7.83

8.74

13

10

Group

F = 5.717

Expectation

£ =
£ =
£ =

Interaction Effects:

Group
tion

.335
20.99*

6.28
22

Main Effc-cts:

.008
.910
.348

F = 1.137

£ =
Omega

7158

F

=

10.806

£

•

.003

F

=

.798

£

•

.379

F

»

2.485

£ "

Omega

-

.125

21.0232

expectation or interaction effects for this measure in
this analysis.

These results are reported in Table 20.

In addition, the results of the 2x2 factorial ANOVA

did not reveal any significant group expectation or inter

action effects between the Control Group and Grand Diet

\^

Group.

However, the main effect on the group factor

revealed an F = 2.644 with a £ = .114 suggesting that a
trend was approached.

Mean change score comparisons

between groups on both analyses once again suggests that
increased sample size enhances the probability of obtaining
more difference.

These results are shown

in Table 20.

It would appear as if levels of productivity were not

significantly enhanced by the dietary treatment.

However,

in view of the facts that the greatest percentage of the

total subject population (20%) scored 48 out of a possible
60 on this measure on the pretest while the majority of the

total subject population (97.1%) scored 56 or below on the
pretest, it may well be that these subjects were already

V

functioning at high levels of productivity to begin with.

In fact, 97% of the*entire population scored 57 or below on
the posttest suggesting that levels of productivity
••

remained about the same.

It is no surprise that subjects

were probably functioning at or near their maximum levels
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Table 20

Results of the ANOVA on the Change Scores of the MARS 4 Productive Persistence Factor

(The Relation of Diet to Emotional Mull-Being [Hypothesis Two))
2 x

3x2 ANOVA

2 ANOVA

Grand
Diet

*

Control

Diet

1

Group

M

SD

S

1.00

0.83

3.40

18

-

0.67

1.12

17

-

0.43

2.20

-

0.54

1.86

Diet 2

Control

M

SD

N

High
expect.

- 0.67

2.17

1.58

0.83

3.40

18

1.12

5.12

17

Low

expect.
M

SD
K

- 0.43

2.17

2.25

- 0.54

2.17

1.50

4.67
13

Main Effects:

4.67

3.57

4.17
12

5.12

13

10

Group

Expectation
Interaction Effects:

F = 1.300

£ =

.288

F =
£ =

.085
.773

F =

.059

£ =

.943

3.83
22

Main Effects:

Group
Expectation

Interaction Effects:

F = 2.644

£ =

.114

F =

.107

£ =

.745

F =

.016

£ «»

.901

of productivity before the treatment since all reported
being very busy with their occupations and social lives
during the pretest interview.
Furthermore, this measure was not intended to measure

emotional well-being per se but was, instead, intended to

examine a possible related area.

In any event, these

results will be fully covered in Chapter V.
CPI-Wb.

The

v

results of the 3 « 2 factorial ANOVA

computed on the change scores of the CPI-Wb reveal a main

effect on the group (Victor with an F : 3.496 anil n n

.044.

There were no significant expectation or interaction

effects.

A follow-up modified LSD procedure found that the

significant group difference existed between the Control
Group and the Diet Group 2.

The mean change score compari

sons between the Control Group (X = -1.23), the Diet Group

1 (X = 1.17) and the Diet Group 2 (X = 7.60) show that the

Diet Group 2 demonstrated a very considerable improvement
in well-being as determined by this measure.

In addition,

the strength of association computed for this relationship
o

yielded an omega
shown in Table

value of 13.101%.

These results are

21.

The results of the 2x2 factorial ANOVA, as reported

in Table 21, do not show any significant expectation or
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xj/i/s^"

Table 21

Results of the ANOVA on the Change Scores of the CPI Well-Being Scale

(The Relation of Diet to Emotional Well-Being [Hypothesis Two])
2 x

3x2 AN OVA

2 ANOVA

Grand
Diet

*

Control

Diet

1

Diet

2

M

SD

N

Group

M

SD

N

6.00

2.83

10.26

18

.71

1.80

1.35

6.75

17

1 23

4.09

Control

High
expect.

-

3.50

0.83

11.17

2.83

10.26

18

0.71

1.50

2.25

1.35

6.75

17

1.23

1.17

7.60

- 3.50

Low

expect.
M
SD
N

-

8.83
13

Main Effects:

8.83

9.25

5.84
12

-

13

10

Group

F = 3.496

8.08
22

Main Effects:

Group

£ = .044
Expectation

F ~ .061

Expectation

£ = .806
Interaction Effects:

F = 1.943

£ » .161

F = 3.197

£ = .084
F «•

.343

£ = -708
Interaction Effects:

F = 2.067

£ = .161

interaction effects but do reveal a main effect on the

group factor indicative of a significant trend tov/ards
increased well-being for the Grand Diet Group as a whole

with an F = 3.197 and a £ = .084.

In this case, the

increased sample size and the large mean change score of
the Diet Group 2 (X = 7.60) served to compensate for the

low mean change score of the Diet Group 1 (X = 1.17) and
result in a significant trend in improved well-being for
the entire group.

It would appear as if differences in

effectiveness of dietary treatment approaches may be oper
ating in this instance as is readily observed in the mean

change score comparisons of the first 3x2 ANOVA results.
These results will be discussed in Chapter V.

EPI N.

The results of the 3x2 ANOVA computed

on the change scores of the EPI N for the three groups

reveals a main effect on the group factor with an F = 7.823

and a £ = .002; a main effect on the expectation factor
with an F = 19.622 and a £ = .000, and no interaction
effect.

A follow-up modified LSD procedure found that the

significant group differences existed between the Control
Group (X = 1.08) and the Diet Group 2 (X = -5.30).

This

result suggests that the second dietary treatment resulted
in a very significant decrease in neuroticism as measured
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by the EPI.

The test for the strength of association com-

puted for this relationship yielded an omega" value of
19.49%.

High expecters did significantly better (X = -4.28)

than did low expecters (X = 1.35) suggesting that cxpecta-

w^

tion for emotional improvement worked together with the
dietary treatment to produce a significant reduction in
neurotic complaints.

The test for the strength of associ

ation computed for the relationships between expectation
and change score outcome yielded an omega" value of 26.59".
Thus, the total variance accounted for between the inde

pendent variables of group and expectation and the depend
ent variable of EPI N change score outcome is a large

46.08%.

These results are shown in Table 22 and are fully

considered in Chapter V.
The results of the 2x2 ANOVA reveal a main effect on

the group factor with an F = 8.601 and a £ = .006; a main
effect on the expectation factor with an F = 18.956 and a

V^

£ = .000 (this is a redundant result since expecters do not
change on this fact&r in the row totals from the 3 x 2 to

the 2x2 ANOVA), and no significant interaction effects.
The Grand Diet Group did significantly better (X = -3.09)
than did the Control Group (X =» 1.08) on this measure.
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The

Table 22

Results

of the ANOVA on the Change Scores of the Eysenck Personality Inventory Neuroticism Scale
(The Rekttion of Diet to !Emotional Well-Being [Hypothesis Two])

3x2 ANOVA

2x2 ANOVA

Grand

Diet

*

Control

Diet 1

Diet 2

M

- 4.17

-

7.00

- 4.28

4.13

18

1.67

-

2.75

1.35

3.77

17

1.25

- 5.30

SD

N

Control

Group

M

SD

N

High
expect.

-

1.67

-

1.67

-

5.58

- 4.28

4.13

18

3.43

- 0.10

1.35

3.77

17

1.08

- 3.09

Low

expect.
M
SD
N

• 3.43
1.08
4.09
13

-

3.93
12

Main Eff:ects:

4.62

4.09

10

13

Group

,
Omega
Expectation

F «=

7.823

£ -

.002

Interaction Effects:

Main Eff ects:

Group
•>

= 19.492
F = 19.622

£ =
Onega

4.64

22

Omega
Expectation

.000

= 26.592
F =

.145

£ =

.865

F =

8.601

£ =

.006

= 12.2892
F = 18.956

£ =
Omega
Interaction Effects:

.000

= 29.0332
F «>

.023

E =

.879

probability was somewhat reduced (£ = .006) with the addi

tion of the relatively low Diet Group 1 group mean (X =
-1.25) but the increased sample size managed to continue
keeping it at highly significant levels.
«

An omega" value of 12.2892 was computed for the

\

strength of association between the Grand Diet Group and
this measure while the strength of association between

expectation and the EPI N computed at 29.033%.

The total

variance accounted for in these two relationships is
41.322%.

These results are reported in Table 22 and will

be discussed in the following chapter.

Hypothesis three:

lectual functioning.

The relation of diet to intel

The hypothesis that an orthonutri

tional dietary treatment program would result in a signifi

cant increase in intellectual functioning was not supported
by the results of this study.

Ravens.

^

The 3x2 ANOVA's on the Ravens change

score outcomes for the three groups did not reveal any sig♦ -

nificant results either in the main effects of group expec
tation or in the interaction of these two factors.

'

The

mean change scores of the Control (X = .85), Diet Group 1

(X = .83), and Diet Group 2 (X = .20) were not significantly
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different from each other.

The mean change score compari

sons of the high expecters (X = 1.33) and the low expecters

(X = -0.06) yielded an F = 2.143 with a £ => .154.

This

latter result is close to suggesting a weak trend toward
greater expectations being associated with improved intel-

(p^

lectual functioning in a dietary treatment program. These
results are shown in Table 23.

The 2x2 ANOVA also failed to detect any significant

difference in change score outcome on this measure between
the Control Group and the Grand Diet Group.

An examination

of Table 23 shows a very small mean change score difference

between the Control Group (X = .85) and the Grand Diet

Group (X = .55).

The results of this outcome in relation

to the nature of this test and the relative intellectual

functioning of this population of subjects before the

treatment period will be explored in the next chapter.
CPI-Ie.
-».

The computations of the 3x2 ANOVA on

the CPI-Ie change score outcome between the three groups

did not reveal any significant differences for the group
expectation or interaction variables.

The mean change

score comparison in this analysis between the Control Group
(X = -0.23), Diet Group 1 (X = 0.33), and Diet Group 2

(X = 5.00) resulted in an F = 2.203 with a £ = .129.
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0.71

1.00

F = 2.143

Expectation
.467

£ = .631

F =

£ - .154

F_ » .183
£ ° .834

2 x

22

2.63

0.55

-

Interaction Effects:

Expectation

0.06

1.33

2 ANOVA

Group

- 0.60

1.50

Main Effects:

13

3.02

17

18

2.74

3.25

2.03

0.85

- 0.06

1.33

0.20

10

Interaction Effects:

Main Effects:

1.00

2 ANOVA

-0.60

3 x

Group

2.62
12

3.02

SD

13

0.83

N

- 0.60

0.71

1.86

0.85

l.op

M

expect.

Low

expect.

High

Table 23

1>

Results of the ANOVA on the Change Scores of the Ravens Progressive Matrices
(The Relation of Diet to Intellectual Functioning [Hypothesis Three])

1>

£ * .305

F = 1.234

£ » .134

F = 2.369

F
.193
£ = .664

3.25

2.03

17

18

Table 24 shows these mean change scores and indicates that

the biggest improvement was in Diet Group 2.

The improve

ment here almost approaches a trend.

The 2x2 ANOVA on the change scores on this measure

between the Control Group and the Grand Diet Group did not
* /fisHS

reveal any significant differences between the groups,
expecters, or interactions.

Any movement toward a trend as

suggested by the Diet Group 2-Control Group mean change
score comparison in the foregoing analysis was evidently
destroyed with the addition of Diet Group 1 where the mean
change score was very low (X = 0.33).

These results are

shown in Table 24 and both outcomes of these analyses will
be covered in the next chapter.

Summary and Conclusions

The results of the foregoing section on the change

score outcomes of the measures selected to test the hypoth
eses of this study clearly support the relation of an
/P^s

orthonutritional dietary treatment program to increased

emotional well-being.

In addition, the results appear to

validate the relative importance of expectation for emo
tional improvement in effecting this increased emotional

well-being at least with regard to neuroticism.
The results also tend to support a trend towards
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Table 24

Results of the ANOVA on the Change Scores of the CPI Intellectual Efficiency Scale

(The Relation of Diet to Intellectual Functioning (Hypothesis Throt-])
2 x

3x2 ANOVA

2 ANOVA

Grand
*

Control

Diet

Diet

1

SD

M

Diet 2

N

Control

Group

SD

M

-

High
3.42

2.33

7. 21

18

- 0.57

1.30

0.53

5. 72

17

-

2.45

7.80

2.33

7. 21

18

0.17

0.40

2.20

0.53

5.,72

17

0.33

5.00

0.17

0.29

- 0.57
-

expect.
Low

expect.
M

SD
N

0.23

5.45
13

5.25
12

Main Effects:

5.45

8.16

13

10

Group

Expectation

0.23

=

2,,203

£ "

.129
'

F

»

,
.733

£

=

F

£ "

Main Effects:

Group
Expect.'] tion

.545

Interaction Effects:

1.211

F

£

.399

.620

Interaction Effects:

6.97
22

=

.280

F

.512

£

.479

F

£

.088

.768

increased physical well-being but not towards increased
intellectual efficiency.
It is, therefore, concluded that based on the results

of this study, orthonutrition does have a significant
impact on emotional well-being, an impact on physical well-

being, but a more poorly defined role with regard to its
impact on intellectual functioning at least with the par

ticular population of subjects used in this study as well
as the particular measures selected to test the three
hypotheses.

/(^\r
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

f*
This chapter will examine the meaning and ramifica
tions of the outcomes reported in this study.

After dis

cussing the impact of orthonutrition in light of these
results, the three hypotheses will be considered under one

section along with their interactive qualities.

The role

of expectation is considered worthy of a section by itself.
Discussion of the two diet groups and their difference is

followed by the implications this study may present and

suggestions for future research.

The last section of this

chapter examines the conclusion of these discussions.
The Impact of Orthonutrition

Perhaps one of the more striking features indicated in
the results of this study is the number of significant

findings.

One would generally not expect such significant

results with such a small sample size.

The issue of sample

size was mentioned briefly in Chapter III under the experi

mental design and data treatment section.

It was pointed

out that the probability of obtaining a significant result
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increases as the N increases.

Conversely, this suggests

that the probability of finding significance is not great

with small sample sizes.

Unless, of course, the treatment

effect is sufficiently powerful to compensate for this.

^p\,

Such appears to be the case in this study.

That is, it

would appear as if the dietary treatment programs utilized
in this work had enough impact on subjects to yield signif
icant outcomes in spite of the small sample size.

Furthermore, not only are there significant relation

ships as indicated but a significant strength of associa
tion in the relationships as well.

omega

2

For example, the total

value of the association between Diet Group 2 plus

expectation and the EPI N change score outcome is 46.08".
The total omega

value of the association between the Grand

Diet Group plus expectation and the EPI N change score out
come is 41.32%.

These values are clearly indicative of

strong associations.
Jfcv.

This latter contention carries even

more weight when one considers that it is rate to find

strong statistical associations in psychological data, as
pointed out by Hayes" (1963).

In addition, he also points

out that "the larger the sample size, the smaller the pro
portion of variance accounted for that we can safely expect
to be detected as a significant result" (p. 331).
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Once

again, the conclusion seems readily apparent:

The dietary

treatment programs were of sufficient impact to compensate
for the limitations usually imposed by these foregoing
issues.

Another striking feature observed in this study is

the relative quality of overall well-being in the popula
tion to begin with.

The literature review almost exclu

sively dealt with the impact of diet on relatively patho

logical groups or individuals.

For example, studies

reviewed in the section on Diet and Disease (Chapter II),
all dealt with diet in relation to pathologic disease

states.

Thus, one might not expect dramatic improvements

and, hence, significant relationships in such a population

as represented here who appear to be relatively healthy to
begin with.

By way of illustration, 80% of the entire pre

test scored in the normal, healthy ranges of physical well-

being as indicated by the CMI.
J^S

Also, none of these sub

jects had any apparent serious chronic or acute physical
g

difficulties.

This suggests that the subjects sampled in

this study may have'been a healthy group to begin with.
However, even so, the trend noted towards improvement in

physical well-being in the diet group as a whole suggests
that even "healthy" subjects may enjoy a greater sense of
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well-being in this area as a result of orthonutrition.

In

other words, there may be such a think as maximizing phys

ical well-being in healthy populations.

Although this

improvement may be more subtle in healthy populations, in
contrast to dramatic improvements in pathological popula
tions, it nevertheless underscores the impact of orthonu
trition.

Furthermore, these features also suggest that

corrective diet may well prove to be an effective preventa

tive measure to be applied in relation to physical health
and well-being.

Likewise, the majority of this subject population
(68%) scored 45 and above (out of 60) on the MARS 4 pro

ductive persistence scale pretest scores.

This suggests

that these subjects were already functioning at high levels

of productivity to begin with.

However, the diet group as

a whole revealed a weak trend (£ = .114) toward greater

levels of productivity in the change score outcomes.

The

conclusion, as before, appears to be that even "normally"
functioning individuals can benefit from orthonutrition.
However, even though there was no improvement per se

in the intellectual area, this outcome may have more to do
with the test measures selected for this study rather than

the impact of orthonutrition.
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This will be considered in

the next section.

Thus, the results of this study provide storng statis

tical evidence that an orthonutritional dietary treatment
program is an effective method for effecting an enhancement
of overall well-being.

Furthermore, it would appear as if

orthonutritional programs are effective in their impact on
relatively nonpathological populations.

Further research

seems appropriate and warranted in this respect to deter
mine the possibility of maximizing physical and psycho
logical well-being through orthonutritional programs.

The Hypotheses Considered in this Study

The second hypothesis of this study predicted an
increase in emotional well-being.

Significant increases in

happiness (MARS 1) and significant reductions in neuroti
cism (EPI N) were the strongest results.

In addition,

strong trends towards an increase in well-being (CPI-Wb)
and weak trends towards an increase in productive persis

tence (MARS 4) also provided support for this hypothesis.

In examining these results in more detail, it would

appear as if increasing the sample size in collapsing the
diet groups resulted in an overall significant outcome
whereas the Diet Group 2 evidently did not have a large

enough mean change score difference in the first analysis
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to be significant on the MARS 1.

However, the modified

LSD procedure indicated that there was a significant trend

(£ «• .10) between the Control Group and Diet Group 2 in the
3*2 analysis.
fl^V

Thus, it would appear, at this point, that

the relative effectiveness of the two diet treatments is
still not as much an issue as are design issues as, for

example, in sample size.

That is, if there were no pre

treatment differences on the MARS 1 between groups and Diet

Group 1 reported significantly greater levels of happiness
after the diet treatment than did Diet Group 2 as compared

with the Control Group, then cannot one conclude that the
difference must be in the effectiveness of the diet treat

ment?

This may be one possibility until one realizes the

significant trend noted toward increased happiness in the
Diet Group 2 and the overall significance found when the

diet groups were collapsed.

This would indicate that sta

tistical peculiarities were at work rather than one diet

0^

treatment being superior to the other.
The CPI-Wb results indicate rather large mean change
score differences (see Table 21) not only between the Con

trol Group and the Diet Group 2 but also between the two
diet groups.

The Diet Group 2 reported significantly

greater well-being after the treatment than did the other
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two groups.

Even the increase of sample size when the diet

groups were collapsed for the 2x2 analysis was apparently
not enough to compensate for the relatively low mean change
score of the Diet Group 1 to result in other than a sig
nificant trend toward increased well-being.

However, this

trend must not be discounted and is still an important

indicator that diet is making an impact on well-being as

measured by the CPI-Wb and, thus, is till lending support
to the second hypothesis.

As reported, there was a significant difference
between the Control Group and the Diet Group 2 change
scores and between the Control Group and the Grand Diet

Group change scores on the EPI N in addition to a signifi
cant difference between high and low expecters on the EPI N

change scores.

It would seem reasonable that this finding

suggests the possibility that the high emotional improve

ment expectations were, in part, responsible for the higher
gain scores.

Thus, on this particular measure, high expecters did
better than low expecters.

This feature appeared to

enhance the change score outcome in the Diet Group 2 to the
point of a significant outcome among the three groups.

also was a significant feature in the comparison of the
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It

Control Group and Grand Diet Group.

But more will be said

about expectation later.
The next strongest statistical evidence found was in

relation to the first hypothesis which predicted a signif
icant decrease in somatic complaints, i.e., an increase in

physical well-being.

As reported, there was a strong trend

in the direction predicted in the Grand Diet Group with a
£ = .064.

It, therefore, appears appropriate and warranted to
recommend further research in the area of the relation of

diet to physical well-being especially in light of the
trend noted.

A sufficient sample size to increase the

probability of obtaining significance is also recommended
in any future research in this area.

However, the CMI itself may not necessarily be the

instrument of choice in further research.

Many of the

questions address the existence of past illness or condi

tions, e.g., "have you ever . . .," or "did you ever . . ."
have a certain condition or disease.

The subject, if the

answer is true, must respond in the positive at both pre
testing and posttesting, that is, how does one "improve" a
condition that is an irreversible historical fact?

In

fact, 27 questions refer to histories of specific diseases.
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Questions that refer to conditions in a more present
oriented time frame, e.g., "Do you have pains in the heart
or chest?" and that were answered in the positive on the

pretest needed careful examination during the posttest ses
/0b\

sion.

If a positive response on such an item was deter

mined to be a regular occurring phenomena before the diet
and had noticeabiy cleared up during the dietary treatment

period, the subject was instructed to answer in the nega
tive, indicating an improvement.

But such questions as,

"Do you get hay fever?" when answered in the positive dur
ing the pretest session had to remain so in the post Lest
session if the condition had occurred only periodically or

in certain contexts (e.g., every spring when the pollen

content in the air is high), and, therefore, could not be

assessed during the treatment period.

In addition, 51

questions related to "mood and feeling," again, many in an
historical sense, required subjects to answer positively

during both testing sessions.

These limitations clearly

mitigate against the CMI as the preferred instrument.

However, in spite of these limitations, it was still

the preferred instrument for this exploratory study in view
of the fact that little else was available.

Another

instrument considered, the California Medical Survey,
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contains more questions that address a present time frame,

e.g., "I am . . .,1 have .... I need .... I feel
. . .," and would have been preferable except for its more

time-consuming length (210 questions) and structure which
did not make for easy responding.

In addition, the Cali

fornia Medical Survey did not have a body of research to

back its efficacy as did the CMI.

In view of these diffi

culties, it appears appropriate to recommend the develop
ment of an instrument that can capture more present

oriented complaints and conditions within a reasonable and
not so laborious time limit.

Of course, where diet

research is limited to just one instrument, the time limit
is not an issue as it was in this study where several
instruments were used at one sitting.

The third hypothesis of this study predicted that
there would be a significant increase in intellectual effi

ciency as determined by an increase in scores on the Ravens

jps

and the CPI-Ie.

0m\

measures.

This hypothesis was not supported by these

The Ravens was*by far the most individually time con

suming test and the most difficult.

Subjects frequently

reported their displeasure over the difficulty encountered
with this test.

Most were visibly displeased and verbally
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reported their reluctance to sit through another encounter
with it during the posttest session.

Yet, however, a con

siderable portion found it somewhat challenging and inter
esting but, nevertheless, tension producing.

These

jgpK

apparent unforeseen reactions to the Ravens may have been

/#*>

responsible, in part, for the lack of significant results.
Also, this population did not appear to be suffering
from any abnormalities which a corrected diet may, pre

sumably, radically alter in a significantly measurable
fashion.

The studies in Chapter II, Nutrition and Intel

lectual Functioning, dealt with, for the most part, popula

tions of subjects with known nutritional deficicnces and,
after correction by improved nutrition, consequently demon
strated an increase in intellectual performance.

It may be

that orthonutrition may offer a more noticeable impact on

intellectual performance with deprived populations.
Furthermore, the Ravens may not be the instrument of

JPN

choice especially in the context of a large test battery

#A

that was employed for this study.

The subject's reliance

on perceptual reasoning which this test demands, may deemphasize verbal skills and reasoning powers that are more
highly emphasized and measured in our society.

Most tests

used in the studies reviewed in Chapter II, Nutrition and
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Intellectual Functioning, were clearly of the more conven
tional, verbal variety.
The CPI-Ie is a measure developed to indicate the

degree of personal and intellectual efficiency an individ

f0^\

ual has attained.

High scorers are seen as efficient, cap

able, intelligent, alert, and so on while low scorers are

seen as lacking self-discipline, defensive, confused, and
so on.

This measure is not a measure of intellectual

ability and many of the items on the scale relate to mood,
feeling, general outlook, and activity.

With such an

interaction, this measure may not have been an appropriate
or desirable test for this hypothesis.

Of the 35 subjects, 25 or about 71% of this population
scored between 40 and 60 or ± one standard deviation from

the mean (t-score values) on the pretest indicating a gen

erally good or normal degree of intellectual efficiency to
begin with.

Again, populations with deviation scores fur

0$s

ther below the mean may demonstrate more change as a result

0'

of corrected diet.

However, Table*24 shows a group effect with an F =

2.203 arid £ - .129 almost indicative of a trend towards
greater intellectual efficiency.

The biggest difference

appears to be between the Control Group with a mean change
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score of -0.23 and Diet Group 2 with a mean change score of

5.00.

However, because this group also exhibited the best

results relative to the measures of the second hypothesis

together with the overlap of the CPI-Ie with items relating
to mood and feeling, this finding may be inflated accord

ingly.

Also, this discussion relative to the CPI-Ie is

suggestive of the role emotional well-being may have in
relation to intellectual efficiency and intellectual func

tioning.

Further research may be indicated in this area.

Although the separation of physical, emotional, and
intellectual into the three corresponding hypotheses as

discussed is necessary for the purposes of this discussion,

their interdependence and interaction is clearly a factor
in need of further clarification.

As mentioned in Chap

ter II, The Implications of These Studies, claims for the

efficacy of diet in improving or restoring emotional wellbeing must be viewed relative to the impact of diet on
physical well-being.

e

It was considered that perhaps

improvement in physical well-being could be indirectly or
even directly responsible for improvement in emotional

well-being.

Surely one must feel better and be happier if

unpleasant chronic physical symptomatology is eliminated
or cleared up substantially.
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At first glance, one may conclude that the results of

this study do not support such a contention.

There was

more significant improvement in emotional well-beine than
in physical well-being.

However, when one considers the

trend towards improvement in physical well-being in a rela

tively healthy population of subjects without chronic

con

ditions, further consideration of this notion appears war

ranted.

In the population used in this study, it could be

that the moderate degree of physical improvement was enough

to insure a significant improvement in emotional well-bcin?,.
It could also be that in a "hierarchy of improvement" emo

tional well-being improves after physical well-being is en
hanced.

Orthonutrition may serve as an active catalyst in

effecting improvement in emotional well-being after a
"critical level" of improvement is attained in the physical
dimension.

Since there was not as much room for improve

ment in this population of relatively healthy subjects, the
critical level could have been reached earlier thus setting

r

into motion improvement in the next step of the hierarchy,
namely, towards increased emotional well-being.

Also, recall that subjects were tested only two months
after the initiation of the dietary treatment program.

It

could be that a longer time span would have revealed more
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significant results in the physical improvement area.

This

suggests that emotional well-being may be more sensitive to
subtle or even small improvements in physical well-being

along a time continuum.

And, in keeping with earlier spec

ulation, somewhere along this continuum is a critical level

beyond which physical improvements may create the necessary
context for dynamic emotional changes resulting in greater

well-being in this area.

Likewise, as physical and emo

tional well-being improve towards optimal levels, this com

bination may reach a critical level beyond which intellec
tual efficiency may begin to improve at the top of the
hierachy.

Improvement in this latter area, then, may

require the largest amount of time depending on the degree
of improvement required and accomplished in the other two
dimensions.

These concepts are graphically illustrated in

9

Figure 1.

It is interesting that this model bears a resemblance
to Abraham Maslow's (cited in Zimbardo and Ruch, 1976)

"hierarchy of needs" (p. 258).

In his hierarchy, at the

lower levels exist Vhe basic physiological needs which must
be satisfied before the individual can give his attention

and effort to the satisfaction of the higher emotional

needs such as safety, love, and esteem.
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After these needs

Figure 1

Hierarchy of Improvement and Critical Levels in the
Physical, Emotional, and Intellectual
Dimensions Across Time-

IMPROVEMENTMaximum Well-Beinq

Patholoqy

clear thinking
.intellectual efficiency

confusion

poor concentration.
Intellectual

Dimension

I

5:
O

,j unhappiness
*C neuroticism
C£
Uj

actualization
critical

level

t

happiness
_satisfact ion

I-

5:

i

Emotional Dimension

disease

i1lness

critical

level

t

no disease

.good hen 11h

Physical Dimension

TIME-

ftNote that as improvement occurs over time at the bottom of the
hierarchy in the physical dimension, a critical level is reached
which begins the process for improvement in the next dimension
and so on to the top of the hierarchy in the intellectual dimen
sion. This suggests that one cannot improve emotionally without
an enhancement of physical well-being.
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are adequately satisfied, the higher intellectual needs of
self-actualization, knowledge, and esthetics can assume

precedence in their development.

As in the model repre

sented in Figure 1, when the needs on one level are satis

fied, those on the next higher level assume importance and
require attention.

Thus, the interaction of body, mind, and intellect and
their interactive enhancement or improvement via orthonu
trition is an area where further research appears clearly
warranted.

The Role of Expectation

It is interesting that expectation may play an impor
tant role in the modification of personality style as

strongly suggested by the results of the EPI N change score
outcome.

The findings of this study suggest that in a

purely psychological sense, the more powerful a context is
for raising expectation, the greater the potential for max

imizing measurable change.

(iP^V

As Ms. Poole (1977) pointed

out, as reported in Chapter I, expectation is an essential
part of change in her dietary work.

However, she added

that expectation alone will not produce change, that it
must work in conjunction with the diet procedure to be an
effective part of the change process.
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But this appears

self-evident since expectation must have an "object of

expectation" to even be an expectation and, hence, to be
capable of motivating a person in a particular direction.
In other words, one must expect a particular procedure to
work before that person can be sufficiently motivated to

give it a chance of working.
Now diet, as such a procedure, may be more effective,

again in a purely psychological sense, because of its
"tangibility" and its noticeable effect on the body (e.g.,
a more stable blood sugar and consequent stability of

energy level resulting in a decrease in experientially felt
periods of fatigue during the day).

This may give a person

permission, via the expectation, to change one's attitude
and outlook.

And with continued dieting, this pattern of

change is reinforced and persists.

When the diet is

stopped, the old patterns are restimulated by the "knowing"
that one has violated the procedure in addition to the

physiological upsets resulting from the incorporation of

£0\

foods that upset homeostasis.

diet is a placebo.

This is not to suggest that

It is simply meant to point out the

powerful interaction and interdependence of "body-mind"
(r*fecall that in Chapters I and II, studies were reviewed
that suggest psychological disorder may be a subtle
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manifestation of physiologically based nutritional defi
ciencies.

Likewise, it could be that psychological well-

being may be a subtle manifestation of physiologically
based sound nutritional balance or saturation).

Another interesting finding relative to the topic of

J0to\

expectation is that most subjects in the entire population

reported previous dietary experimentation on their own and
rated their level of nutritional awareness and knowledge

from average to above average.

These facts assume impor

tance when one understands that this population, for the

most part, is relatively sophisticated with regard to
nutritional awareness, motivated enough to seek a dietary

program above and beyond their own reading or personal
experimentation and historically prepared in a health con
sciousness manner that such knowledge and background in

nutrition would inevitably bring.

Such study and prepara

tion may significantly enhance one's degree of expectation.
However, one might also argue that such study and

preparation could have just the opposite effect on one's
degree of expectation! for example, previous disappoint
ments could decrease expectation or reinforce skepticism.

But the very fact that these people are "trying again,"
i.e., another diet approach, would appear to mitigate
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against skepticism being the dominant factor in their moti

vation.

Also, none of these people had previously been

through a "program" or seen a "nutritionist" like they were
now doing, that is, experimentation was done on their own.

Thus, one might expect them to have an entirely different

set of positive expectations in view of the fact that they
were now committed to seeing an "expert" in nutrition who

was utilizing an approach different from anything they had
previously tried.

Thus, it would appear as if expectation is a prime

source of motivation for participation in a change process,
that preparedness may increase expectation and, hence,
motivation, and that expectation in conjunction with the

desired procedure may work to interdependently maximize the
chances for measurable change.

In addition, it may be that procedures to enhance or
build degree of expectation (note the differences in change
score outcome between high and low expecters on the EPI N)
/0$$\

may work to effect greater change by virtue of creating
higher expectations.

Thus, screening procedures prior to

participation in an orthonutritional dietary treatment program may serve to identify low expecters and assign them to

a prepartory class prior to treatment designed to raise
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their level of expectation.

But such preparation must be

factual and supportable by some reliable objective proce
dure in contrast to preparation representative of distorted

subjective claims designed to "sell" an approach.

One

should, therefore, be warned against any program that nakes
unfounded claims.

In any event, the results of this study clearly iden
tify expectation as an important and, perhaps, essential
part of the diet process.
noted.

However, two issues should be

First, recall that the overwhelming majority of

subjects were high to very high expecters before being
divided into high and low.

That is, there were really no

low expecters per se as determined by the expectation
scale.

This could suggest'that expectation is essential.

But, in view of the significant differnce between high and
low expecteres on the EPI N, it seems clear that something

is happening to distinguish these two groups on this mea
sure.
<pp\

Whether or not it is, in fact, high and low expecta

tion that is the distinguishing factor, this variable

should

be explored in further research via more reliable

scaling and instrumentation.
The second issue is whether or not expectation in

itself is entirely responsible for the results found in
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this study.

As mentioned, expectation must have an object

of expectation to create motivation.

Thus, a procedure is

necessary to combine with the expectation in order to work.
But perhaps the procedure acts only as a catalyst for the

expectation to produce change.

If so, any "convincing"

procedure may work as well as diet itself.

But diet may be

a more effective catalyst because it produces physiological
cues that tell the dieter that something is happening.
i.e., changing.

In any event, future research needs ro

distinguish the relative effectiveness and/or contribution
of the two variables.

Diet Group Differences
Differences noted in the change score outcomes of the

CPI-Wb and EPI N measures between the two dietary groups
warrant a more detailed examination of the different

approaches used by them.
The most obvious difference is found in the percentage

of time spent following the diet for each group.

The Diet

/pp^

Group 1 subjects remained on the diet a subjectively esti
mated 65% of the time while the Diet Group 2 subjects
remained on the diet a subjectively estimated 87.5% of the
time.

This suggests that there may very well be a rela

tionship between time spent on an orthonutritional dietary
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treatment program and the degree of improvement in emo
tional well-being one may expect.

In fact, that more sig

nificant outcomes were associated with the Diet Group 2

than with the Diet Group 1 supports this contention.

Next, while both dietary treatment programs qualify as

jm>

orthonutritional, their approaches to orthonutrition are
vastly different.

Subjects in Diet Group 1 received a diet

from Ms. Poole who "intuited" their special needs in a pri

vate individual session.

Subjects typically wait months to

see her while hearing claims of her efficacy and talencs.
Also, these sessions may have a tendency to be more seduc
tive because of her special talents and the effects, hence,

more transient.

There is typically no formal follow-up

scheduled after this initial visit.

The subject receives

a written diet based on his individual needs.

The diet

typically represents a radical departure from the usual
dietary patterns making it reportedly difficult to main

tain.

0ik\

Subjects who dropped out from this group (6 out of

18) complained that the diet was "unreasonable," "hard to
prepare" and difficult to fit into their life-styles.
Thus, subjects wait a long time to see a lady with an

Vnconventional approach who offers a difficult diet that

requires at least some modification of their life-style to
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accommodate the change in eating patterns and does not
require follow-up to maintain interest and give support.
In fact, it could be said that the major factor holding

them to the diet to any significant degree was their par

ticipation in the research project and contact with it via
the mood scale.

Thus it is questionable whether this particular sample

of Diet Group 1 subjects were that motivated to effect the
considerable discipline needed to maintain the diet

strictly.

Instead, they appeared to have been motivated

enough to effect some changes within the context of being
part of a research project and consequently, to report

feeling happier on a more state of the present measure like
the MARS 1 but not so on measures designed to capture the

status of more enduring personality traits or patterns like
the EPI N measure.

In contrast, subjects in Diet Group 2 received an
elaborate evaluation consisting of formal medical tests

under medical supervision.

There was no

long waiting per

Iffjpwl,

iod.

The fee for participation was several times that

charged by Ms. Poole and there were several follow-up ses

sions after a corrected diet was suggested.

This procedure

has the effect of producing a very powerful set, that is,
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the diet procured is based on sound medical technology

supervised by the authority of an experienced medical doc
tor within an atmosphere of continued support and rein
forcement.

In addition, most subjects were motivated to

seek this program after reading some press about the pro

gram containting information about the dangers of poor

dietary habits and the prevalence of hypoglycemia and its
association with a number of adverse symptoms.

This latter

feature is in contrast to the "word of mouth" or "referral

by a friend" that characterized the motivational context of
Ms. Poole's subjects, i.e., the press carries considerably

more weight than the opinion of a friend.

Furthermore, the

research project was somewhat overshadowed by these more

impressive features.

It fit in well with the clinic

environment as most subjects were tested in the office.

It

seemed somehow more professional whereas this feature was
lost with Ms. Poole's subjects since they were tested in

their homes.

The mailing of the mood scales were largely

concurrent with the follow-up sessions of the program.

The

differences of these two diet programs are summarized in
Figure 2.
Thus a more visible, scientific procedure in a busi

nesslike setting within a context of modern medicine with
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Figure 2
Graphic Comparison of Diet 1 and Diet 2 and
Consequent Results (from the discussion)

Competition Diet

Poole Diet (Diet 1)

yp^\

(Diet

1. Small fee

1. Large fee

2. Waiting list

2. No waiting list

3. Unconventional approach

3. Conventional approach

4.

4.

Radical diet

5. No follow-up--one

2)

Modified diet

5. Follow-up--several contacts

contact

6. Research Project very
apparent — testing in
subjects' homes

6. Research Project unobtrusive
and not so apparent — testing
in clinic along with other
procedures

t
results

t
results

in

in

1. less expectation

1. more expectation

2. less adherence to diet

2. more adherence to diet

||S^\
T
results

V

results

in

Less significance evidence
for change

in

More significant evidence for
change
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systematic follow-up would appear to create a powerful con
text of probable change.

And with something as tangible as

a modified diet as the instrument of that change, it seems

likely that if diet were to be effective, its chances of

being so within this context would be maximized to the
fullest.

It seems apparent at this point that very real differ
ences exist between the two dietary treatment programs.
While both are effective, as demonstrated by the change
score outcomes of the EPI N and CPI-Wb in the 2x2 analy

sis, one may be slightly more effective than the other as
suggested by the 3x2 analysis.

Towards an Orthonutritional Model for
the Professional Psychologist

This study has examined several studies and reported
issues pertaining to the relationship of diet and psycho
logical well-being.

In addition, two orthonutritional

approaches have been contrasted; one with an intuitive
model of approach and the other with a medical model of

approach.

But nowhere has there been a mention of a psy

chological model of approach to orthonutrition for the
professional psychologist.

V

Since this study supports a

relationship between diet and emotional well-being, it
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would appear appropriate at this point to consider a basis
for creating such a model.

To begin with, professional psychologists might enter

tain the notion of considering the patterns of their own
diet habits and how these habits work for or against them,
e.g., how do such habits work to maximize overall well-

/0$\
being?

Or work against maximizing well-being?

too much reliance on stimulants?

Is there

Is enough known about

the quality of the nutrients or foods that are consumed on
a daily basis?

In other words, professional psychologists

might become better informed about nutrition in general by

using their own nutritional life as a point for departure.
In professional practice, it would appear appropriate

to obtain a complete diet history from one's clients.
was food used in the client's family?
use food on a day to day basis?

How

How does the client

Diet should be partially

suspect where there are a number of somatic complaints or
chronic disorders.

Hypoglycemia or abnormal carbohydrate

metabolism can be suspect if daily patterns of acute emo

0^\
tional upset are evident without any apparent situational
precipitant.

However, medical personnel should be uti

lized in an appropriate fashion whenever such symptoms are

suspect by the psychologist.

For example, a survey of
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medical doctors in one's area may reveal those who utilize

nutritional principles in their practice.
In the education of professional psychologists, the
interrelationship of body and mind within a holistic health
model context would be an appropriate area to explore.

The

biochemical bases of behavior in the etiology of mental
disorder and disease and the physiology of stress would

also be important areas to examine; the nutritional dynam
ics

inherent in both areas could be reviewed.

These suggestions, along with this study, are made
with the intention of providing an awareness of an area
where further research needs to be carried out in a reli

able scientific manner.

Further study should provide more

concrete and specific recommendations for developing an
orthonutritional approach as one part of the professional
psychologist's strategy of intervention.

Implications of the Study

This study, especially in view of the findings here

{^

relative to the impact of expectation, seems to support a
more holistic analysis of change processes.

That is, it

appears as if a number of contributory factors serve to

produce a particular result.

It is very possible, if not

probable, that the variables associated with any complex
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dynamic system or treatment approach work svnergistically
to produce their own unique functions of particular out
comes.

To partial out any one or a number of variables may

be to distort or invalidate the possible effectiveness of

an approach and, consequently, to hinder knowledge and add
confusion to the minds of those who "know" the approach
works based on their subjective experience.

Is the tradi

tional scientific method of separating and controlling var
iables, and so on necessarily the best approach?
According to a comprehensive new theory reported by
Brain-Mind Bulletin (October 2, 1978), there may be at

least two higher cognitive levels than Piaget's Formal Oper
ations stage, a stage typified by the scientific method.

These higher levels involve a systems approach in which the
individual sees that variables cannot be separated because

of an understanding and perception of complementarity,
homeostasis and interdependence, and a unitary operational
thought in which the individual understands that the way the

external universe is perceived is only one of many possible
constructs.

The systems approach fits in well with the

implications of this study.

The interdependence of physiological cues and psycho
logical attitude within an environmental matrix that
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facilitates such an interaction providing a context of real
measurable change is a synergistic

process that becomes

meaningful only in a holistic way within a "systems" per
ception. . These features may demand an entirely different

approach to the study of change in psychological research,
that is, rather than controlling or partialling out certain

variables, perhaps they can be talked about relative to
.their apparent contribution to the overall process of
change.

Certainly the most important variable is never

controlled for and that is the influence of the

observer on

that being observed.
In addition, another difficulty that is apparent in
research carried out in the behavioral sciences is

that

true independency is difficult to achieve where a sample of
subjects within the context of a particular research design

produce outcomes or data that are analyzed in a variety of
statistical ways.

Kendall (1948) points out that the

problems inherent in numerous statistical comparisons are
"complicated because they are not independent (p. 199).

He

i

goes on to recommend that in such cases we must utilize our
intuitive sense in matters regarding the judgment of sig
nificance.

V

In other words, there are real problems in

applying complex mathematical formulations that assume
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independence in observations to questions involving inter

actions and overlap such as those found in the study of
people or groups of people.

Thus, research in the behavioral sciences is a complex
and highly debatable issue.

This study lends support to the

necessity of utilizing holistic procedures in the interpre
idl^^^^

tation, as well as the examination, of processes involving
people in relation to their environment.

Current conven

tional research techniques and statistical approaches may
not be the preferred approach.

However, until a technique

comes about in the evolution of our knowledge to satisfy
these new perceptions, these current applications appear to
be the best available to study our world.

Suggestions for Future Research

The findings of this exploratory study suggest that

future research is not only appropriate but strongly war
ranted.

In addition,

as continued claims of the efficacy

of diet, as a potential curative agent in the alleviation

of the deleterious effects of stress, anxiety, depression,
and other psychological ills, continues to be popularized,

further study to test these claims is felt to be necessary..
This study would appear to endorse the selection of

populations that are "below the norm" in terms of physical
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health, psychological well-being and nutritional suffi

ciency.

It could be that orthonutrition has greater impact

when there is more room for improvement especially in areas
of physical health and intellectual areas.

Larger sample

sizes may enhance the possibility of obtaining greater
statistical significance and strength of association
between independent and dependent variables.
One distinct limitation of this study is readily
apparent in the lack of random assignment of subjects

before the treatment period began.

Campbell and Stanley

(1963) point out that the best assurance against pretest
bias is randomization.

The subjects used in this study

already had chosen their respective diet programs.

Thus,

it was deemed necessary to compensate for the lack of ran
domness, that is for the feature of intact groups, by

examining pretest scores in addition to the demographic
variables for differences.

The statistical procedures that

were utilized to build a case for equivalency of groups,

although laborious and time consuming, did, fortunately,
support this study in its quest to eliminate possible pre
test bias that may have confounded or distorted any state
ment

V

that could be made about

the relative effect of the

dietary treatment programs used.
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Future research should

address this

issue.

In addition, the development of more efficient and
sensitive instrumentation, possibly designed for use in
dietary research exclusively, may reduce error that could

confound results and result in greater clarity and defini

tion relative to the complex interactions between the psyV

chological and physiological "components" of the individual.
For example, a more comprehensive and detailed medical sur

vey or checklist within a time frame that encompasses pres
ent states of health and physical well-being would be pref

erable to the CMI's accent on historical questions which
must remain unchanged from testing to testing.

Also needed

are more exacting and reliable measures of expectation as
mentioned earlier in this chapter.

Test batteries would probably achieve greater effi
ciency if they were riot unduly long, tedious, or difficult
relative to item content especially on any intellectual
measures.

In fact, one highly reliable and valid measure

per any one hypothesis may improve efficiency not only in
jipw^

time but also in analysis where more than one measure may
produce conflicting results.
Furthermore, it would appear as if a diet must offer

sufficient modification of existing eating patterns to be
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of noticeable

physiological consequence and expert enough

in its evaluation, applications, and follow-up to create a

psychological context necessary for change.

In addition,

possible preliminary counseling techniques designed to
raise expectation in would-be dieters may serve to enhance

the possibility for change in low expecters.
The current trends toward holistic applications of

treatment involving body, mind, and spirit strongly endorse

a greater consciousness of the role diet and nutrition may
play as one avenue of enhancing health and well-being.

This exploratory study represents a significant gain in the
understanding of this concept in a field that has, under
standably, been preoccupied with its area of specialty.

The profession of psychology must expand its own boundaries
and incorporate the most viable propositions of those
endeavors that promise greater potential for improving the
overall health and well-being of those it serves.

Conclusions

It appears as if orthonutrition is more than just
simply a dietary change.

This is not to say that a cor

rected diet based on individual requirements is a simple

process by any means.

Such correction is a complex process

that requires individual attention and, ideally, a thorough
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analysis.

However, the role of factors other than the diet

itself appears to assume relevant importance.

In fact,

these factors may be vital to the success of an orthonu
tritional program.

Figures 1 and 2 only begin to examine some of the
issues relating to the influence of these other factors.
dlffls

Length of time, preparedness, motivation and expectation,
relative health—both physical and psychological,

type of

orthonutritional diet, and the weight of each of its

dynamic components are some of the factors which may influ
ence the overall effectiveness of orthonutritional programs.
In addition, it may very well be that the failure or break
down of any of these synergistic components may result in

varying degrees of failure to gain the maximum value such
programs may offer.
This exploratory study has demonstrated the effective
ness and relevance of diet in relation to psychological
well-being.
JffPl\

It has also identified a dynamic complex of

interdependence factors that work in conjunction with diet.
Most importantly, tnis study warrants further research in
these areas to gain further understanding into the complex
workings of the total human being.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The major research question posed in this exploratory

study was:

Can an orthonutritional dietary treatment pro

gram result in a significant improvement in physical wellbeing, psychological well-being, and intellectual effi
ciency?

Orthonutrition was operationally defined as

dietary patterns prescribed to meet an individual's unique
dietary requirements.
The major purpose of this study was to examine the

role of nutrition in its contribution to psychological
well-being in particular and overall well-being in general.

It was also the purpose to introduce a relatively contro
versial area of holistic thought into the mainstream of
professional psychology.

Issues relating to the influence of expectation on any

change that might result from the diet program were
explored.

It was concluded that expectation was a neces

sary but not sufficient factor in the dietary change pro

cess.

Special design features were utilized in this study
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to address

this

issue.

Studies pertaining to the relationship of diet and
disease, nutrition and behavioral dysfunction, diet and
emotional well-being,

and

nutrition and intellectual func

tioning were examined and reviewed.

^.

Literature aimed at

providing a definition of orthonutrition and related meth
odological issues was also reviewed.

In addition, a sur

vey of contemporary dietary programs were examined to iden
tify the best representative of true orthonutritional
approaches.
The review of

the literature found that most studies

were done on relatively pathological populations showing

that dietary improvement typically resulted in dramatic
improvements.

This resulted in a question as to whether

orthonutrition could have a noticeable effect on relatively
healthy populations.

Also, the interrelationships between

body and mind and the role of nutrition both in a direct
and indirect sense in these areas were ignored as an issue

jgz^

for discussion in these studies.

Furthermore, the role of

expectation for improvement or the placebo effect was
another issue that was not examined in these studies.

The

foregoing issues were determined to be important concepts

** to be examined in the light of the results of this study.
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Thus, related issues pertaining to the effect of

orthonutrition on the three dimensions specified were as

follows:

the effect of orthonutrition on relatively

healthy populations, the relationship of diet to the inter
action of physical and psychological aspects and the role
of expectation.

Two dietary treatment programs best representing the
orthonutritional approach were selected for use in this

study.

Differences in the approaches of these diets were

described.
utilized.

A pretest-posttest control group design was
A final total of 35 subjects were represented in

the following manner:

13 in the Control Group, 12 in Diet

Group 1, and 10 in Diet Group 2.

The subjects were not

randomly assigned but, rather, came to the study intact in
the different groups.

The ANOVA was the main statistical

procedure utilized in the data analysis.

Change score out

comes were the main focus of analysis.
Three hypotheses were specified for examination:

1.

That there would be a significant overall improve
ment in the?" physical health of subjects.

2.

That there would be a significant overall improve
ment in the emotional well-being of subjects.

3.

That there would be a significant increase in the
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intellectual efficiency of subjects.

The Cornell Medical Index (CMI) was the preferred
instrument for the pretest and posttest measures of the

first hypothesis.

For examination of the second hypoth

esis, the unhappiness and productive persistence factors
of the Michill Adjective Rating Scale (MARS 1 and 4), the

well-being scale of the California Psychological Inventory
(CPI-Wb), and the neutroticism scale of the Eysenck Per
sonality Inventory (EPI N) were utilized.

The third

hypothesis was tested using the Ravens Progressive Matrices
(Ravens), and the intellectual efficiency scale of the
California Psychological Inventory (CPI-Ie).
The data of this study was broken down into three
analyses.

First, the demographic characteristics were

analyzed relative to any significant pretreatment differ

ences between the three groups and between the Control and
collapsed diet groups or Grand Diet Group.

Differences

were found with respect to sex, income, and marital status.
Follow-up tests indicated that these differences did not
appear to influence pretest score outcomes, i.e., males,

higher incomes, or married were not significantly any more
or less physically healthier, neurotic, happier, intellectually efficient, and so on, than females, lower incomes,
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or singles before the treatment began.

Also, these demo

graphic groupings did not differ in any significant manner

relative to the change score outcomes.

Second, the groups

were examined relative to pretreatment differences on the
test scores.

There were no significant differences.

The

main analysis involved the differences in change score out
comes on the test measures between the groups.

The sig

nificant findings were as follows:

1.

There was a significant trend (£ = .064) towards
improvement on the CMI between the Control Group
and Grand Diet Group.

2.

There was a significant difference (£ = .00S)
towards greater happiness on the MARS 1 between

the Control Group and Diet Group 1; a significant

difference (o = .003) towards greater happiness on
the MARS 1 between the Control Group and Grand
Diet Group; a weak trend (£ = .114) towards
greater productive persistence on the MARS 4

between the Control Group and Grand Diet Group; a

significant difference (£ = .044) towards greater
well-being on the CPI-Wb between the Control
Group and Diet Group 2; a significant trend

(£ = .084) towards greater well-being on the
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CPI-Wb between the Control Group and Grand Diet

Group; a significant difference (£ = .002)
towards decreased neuroticism on the EPI N

between the Control Group and Diet Group 2 along
with a significant difference (o = .000) between

high and low expecters on this measure; and a sig
nificant difference (o = .006) towards decreased
neuroticism on the EPI N between the Control

Group and Grand Diet Group along with a signifi
cant difference (£ = .000) between the high and
low expecters on this measure.

3.

The third hypothesis was not supported by the
results.
2

In addition, an omega

test for the strength of the

association between the significant relationships as
reported yielded values of 20.99% and 21.02% for the MARS

l-Diet Group 1 relationship and the MARS 1-Grand Diet Group
relationship,

respectively; 13.10% for the CPI-Wb Diet

Group 2 relationship and a combined EPI N plus expectation

total of 46.08% and'41.32% for the Diet Group 2 and Grand
Diet Group outcomes, respectively.

It was concluded that in view of the small sample
size, the number of significant findings, the degree of the
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strength of association in the significant relationships,
and the relative good physical and psychological health of
the subjects before treatment, that the orthonutritional

dietary treatment programs studied were:

1.

Effective in enhancing physical and psychological
well-being.

2.

Effective in enhancing physical and psychological
well-being even in healthy subjects.

The following conclusions were also drawn:
1.

That in view of the results, the role of diet to

intellectual efficiency remains unclear; further
research is

2.

needed.

That expectation appears to play a necessary but
not sufficient role in at least an improvement in

emotional well-being brought about by a dietary
treatment program.

The relative weight of the

influence of expectation in diet change needs to
be determined

3.

in future research.

That there are possibly many different factors

that enter*into an improvement in well-being
besides diet per se.
4.

That the traditional isolation of one or two con

trolled variables for study may be contraindicated
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in research that examines a synergistic process.

5.

That further research into the relationships of
of orthonutrition to overall well-being and intel
lectual efficiency is warranted based on the
results of this study.

/f^l

6.

That a practical application of an orthonutri
tional model for professional psychology needs to
be researched and developed.

Suggestions for future research included better
design, more sensitive instrumentation, longer treatment

periods and the use of populations in varying degrees of
health.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
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EXPLANATORY NOTES

1.

Emanuel Cheraskin, M.D., D.M.D., whose works will be

quoted extensively throughout this study because of
his professional and objective adherence to scientific
standards, is Professor and Chairman of the Department
of Oral Medicine at the Medical Center of the Univer

sity of Alabama in Birmingham and is also responsible
for numerous books and articles

in the

literature of

the medical and dental professions as they related to
the study of nutrition.
2.

Cheraskin (1973) has developed a multilamellated
sphere as a model for layers of health in a man. At
the core is diet around which are the following
layers, in order: enzymes, hormones, biochemistry,
performance, symptoms, and signs. In the man with
optimum diet, the enzymatic, hormonal, and biochem
ical levels are in balance (all things held equal,
e.g., heredity), thus leading to sound physiologic
performance without signs or symptoms.
In the person
with the poor diet, a basic core problem, there are
eventual disturbances or reverberations

that

result

in

enzymatic, hormonal, and biochemical imbalance leading
to pathologic performance with numerous signs and
symptoms that are either specific (disease) or ill
defined (and thus "psychological"). In other words,
since dietary nutrients are the building blocks from
which enzymes and hormones are made, "it is apparent
that all the peripheral layers reveal the effects of
dietary imbalances, inadequacies, or excesses"
(p. 116).
3.

Cheraskin (1976) points out that health measures
today are developed from so-called "average popula
tions" and that this "normal" test group may not have
any active identifiable diseases but may have a number
of subclinical symptoms. He concludes that all cur

rent standards of health may be misleading and that a
large disparity may exist between values observed in
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the percentages as reported, either by 46.08% or
41.32%.

8.

Save one, a former burn victim with chronic residual

problems that motivated her to seek a dietary consul
tation with Ms. Poole and who reported dramatic phys
ical improvement as a result.
9.

It must be noted that, using this model, one would

not appear to be able to improve emotionally without
a certain fixed degree of improvement in the physical
dimension. While this may appear contrary to popular
conception, it represents a notion that may warrant a
reexamination of previous findings that have focused

exclusively on psychological factors in areas of emo
tional improvement. In any event, further research
is recommended.

10.

Recent double-blind studies have been done at the Uni

versity of California, San Francisco involving brain
substances called endorphins (for endogenous morphine).
These substances act as natural analgesics.

The

studies strongly suggest that individuals who receive
pain relief from a placebo have done so because of
increased endorphin activity. Thus, the "placebo
effect" may have its physiological correlates whose
activity may be stimulated by expectation (Brain-Mind
Bulletin, October 2, 1978).
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RESEARCH PROJECT ON DIET

Dennis Couans, a doctoral candidate from the California School

of Professional Psychology Is currently engaged In completing .1
major scientific research study designed to investigate iho outcome

of proper diet on psychological well-being. Since you are about to
undergo a change in diet and begin one that is based on your indi
vidual needs, you represent an ideal subject to participate in this
study.

If you choose to participate, you will be asked to complete a
number of questionnaires relating to your physical and psychological
well-being. These Items will require about 60 minutes to complete.
The results are absolutely confidential!

You will be asked to do this

once before starting the diet and once after you have been on the diet
for approximately 8 weeks. You will also be asked to fill out a very
brief mood scale once a week until you are retested. This can be
accomplished in just a few minutes per week.
Because of the nature of this research, no

information can be

given out until the completion of the project. At that time you will
receive feedback on your individual results either by mail or by an
appointment, if you so desire. To participate requires only that you
give approximately two hours of your time and a few minutes once a
week for the duration of the study (approximately 8 weeks).
Your participation is Invaluable and will represent a significant

contribution to the scientific community's knowledge about the role of
proper nutrition to one's overall health and well-being.
If you choose to participate, Kimberly Bryce will ask you co
arrive for your next appointment one hour ahead of time so the tests
*y$P^

can be completed.

Thank you for yout* cooperation.
Sincerely,

Dennis Gowans, M.A.
Doctoral Candidate
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